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ARTS AND CULTURE TRUST BILL 2020
Second Reading
Resumed from 11 March.
MR Z.R.F. KIRKUP (Dawesville) [4.15 pm]: I rise to speak to the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020. I am not the
lead speaker for the Liberal Party, but I am certain that our lead speaker will be present in no time. He is, undoubtedly,
dealing with important parliamentary business and serving the great people of the electorate of Hillarys.
I note that the government seeks to introduce the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020. Of course, this matters a great
deal to the arts and culture community in Western Australia and those who rely on the important work that those
in the arts do across Western Australia. In the very few minutes in which I will speak to this bill before the member
for Hillarys gets to his feet, the only concern I will raise is that the government, unfortunately, has no intention at
all of getting this legislation passed in both houses.
Mr D.A. Templeman: How do you know that?
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: I know that because the government has provided a list of priority legislation to the
Legislative Council that detailed 18 pieces of legislation, and this arts and culture bill was not on that list whatsoever.
Unfortunately, although the Minister for Culture and the Arts undoubtedly wants to see this bill pass, the team is
assembled in the Speaker’s gallery, and the opposition is here ready and raring to speak to this important bill, we are
very surprised that the minister has no intention of passing this bill through this place. If it were a priority for the
government, it would have ensured —
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price): Minister! Member for Dawesville, can you address the Chair, please,
and not the minister?
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: If this were a priority for the government and the minister, it would have been on the list of
priority legislation to get passed during the fortieth session of Parliament. Of course, it was not. The Arts and
Culture Trust Bill 2020 was noticeably absent from the list provided —
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Minister!
Mr Z.R.F. KIRKUP: Indeed, if it had been on the list, I am sure that the Leader of the House would have flagged
it early on. I am sure that the minister is diligent and members in the upper house are diligent, but the reality is
that in the upper house, the government has mismanaged its legislative agenda. Unfortunately, the Arts and Culture
Trust Bill 2020 is not a priority for the government. I look forward to hearing the lead speaker for the opposition
speaking to this important bill and helping to get it through. Unfortunately, it will be a futile effort because the
government does not believe that this is a priority bill so it is not on the list of legislation it wants to see get passed
by the fortieth Parliament.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Thank you for that contribution. The member for Hillarys has the call.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Here’s a bit of sense!
MR P.A. KATSAMBANIS (Hillarys) [4.18 pm]: The minister should not get carried away! They say that you
can be saved by the bell, but when there is no bell, you cannot be saved! As the cultured man that he is, I know
that the Minister for Culture and the Arts recognises that there is always a bell before a performance starts or after
an intermission to make sure that everyone gets to their seats.
As the lead speaker for the Liberal Party on the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020, I indicate our support for this
bill, which has bipartisan support. It has had an interesting genesis, which leads on to what may happen in the future.
This is essentially a more administrative process rather than a process of deep policy, ideological division or anything
like that. It is a process to reform the existing Perth Theatre Trust and create in its place a broader Arts and Culture
Trust to manage the cultural assets of the public of Western Australia, on whose behalf the government holds them.
This process commenced in the previous Parliament by the then Minister for Culture and the Arts, Hon John Day,
MLA. That process led to the legislation that has been progressed by the current Minister for Culture and the Arts
and brought to this place. It is here now.
Mr D.A. Templeman: It’s in the spotlight.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: There is strong support for the legislation. Yes, it may well be in the spotlight but we
wonder for how long. Unfortunately, it does not seem to be in the upper house’s spotlight. When he sums up, the
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minister will have an opportunity to let us know whether it is likely to be added to the upper house’s spotlight.
I think the manager of opposition business made the point that this bill was not listed as one of the 19 priority bills
that the government intends to pass through both houses of Parliament before it rises for the forthcoming election.
That is disappointing. The minister said by way of interjection that it had not passed this place yet, but other bills
on that list had not passed this place when the letter setting out the business of the house was sent to the opposition.
We hope that this idea that started in the thirty-ninth Parliament and is being debated in the fortieth Parliament
does not have to be re-examined in the forty-first Parliament.
Mr A. Krsticevic: Do you want to make a bet?
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: The member for Carine asked whether I want to make a bet. I am not a betting
man, as he would know. I am a non-betting person. I am not an anti-betting or anti-gambling person; I am just
a non-betting person. I sincerely hope that we get this legislation through in this term of government so that the
forty-first Parliament does not have to revisit the legislation, which is complex in some parts. It is critically
important for the cultural heritage and the future of culture and the arts in our state but it is totally uncontroversial.
There is significant support for this legislation from all the relevant stakeholders in the arts and culture community in
Western Australia, including the Chamber of Arts and Culture Western Australia. Clearly, it will be an improvement
on what we have.
There were a few teething issues when the Perth Theatre Trust was first created, but, over time, it has served us
relatively well. It is passing strange at best. If members want to be less charitable than me, calling it passing strange,
I think a hell of a lot of inertia has led to the Perth Theatre Trust being responsible for the venues that are located
in places such as Subiaco, Albany and the goldfields. As broadly as we might want to draw Albany and the
goldfields, they are certainly not Perth. Having a Western Australian–focused organisation with a name that reflects
that is critically important to show that culture and the arts extend beyond the city limits of the city of Perth, beyond
the CBD and Northbridge, and that they are important to every Western Australian. I might address that later,
particularly in relation to the northern suburbs of Perth.
The intention of this bill is to abolish the Perth Theatre Trust, to repeal the act that created it and in its place set up
the Arts and Culture Trust. It will have wider powers and responsibilities than the Perth Theatre Trust has. It will
have the ability to —
(a) to establish, care for, control, manage, operate, maintain, develop and improve Trust venues and
other Trust property;
Those venues are entrusted to the trust. It will be able to use venues for artistic, cultural, recreational and educational
activities and promote the activities of the trust and the use of its venues, including investing in and managing
those venues. They will be its functions. It will have lots of very interesting powers.
One of the major differences between the Perth Theatre Trust and the Arts and Culture Trust that will be felt
initially is the requirement that three of the eight board members of the Perth Theatre Trust are representatives of
the Perth city council, either members or officers nominated by the Perth city council. If we were setting up a trust
solely to manage Perth city assets, that would probably be the right and responsible thing to do. As I said, this trust
will be set up to manage Western Australian assets, and limiting it to a CBD council is not the right thing to do. It
actually adds to the concerns of people in my area, the northern suburbs, that perhaps arts and cultural events are
concentrated primarily in the CBD to the exclusion of people in the suburbs. They have to come into the city rather
than the events going to them. I know that the minister will tell me he recently put on a performance by a band
that was a little too soft for my liking. I do like the band. The performance was not by the band AC/DC, but it paid
homage to it. It is something I started out with but I verged to much heavier music that I still listen to today.
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Unfortunately. I invited the minister. The band will come back again; I am told it will
be next year or the year after. There is a standing invitation for the minister and I to attend a performance by
Metallica—perhaps to go to the mosh pit. I know that the Leader of the Nationals WA has indicated some interest
in attending an event like that, so maybe we can have a tri-partisan attendance. It could very well work. Culture
and arts extend well beyond that and include popular music, but people forget that. It is often popular music that
engages young people and expands their horizons beyond just popular music and to the culture that is around it.
Hundreds of events have taken place around the world over many years when a music festival becomes an arts and
culture festival. They include all the popular events that have been held in Australia, such as the Big Day Out, the
Soundwave Festival, and international festivals such as the Blow Up Festival and, more recently, Coachella—
all the things that are not happening today, unfortunately. Hopefully, they can be held again in the future when
the world gets back on its axis and on a more even keel.
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In order for those events to occur, we need a body like this. That is recognised by all. The board will no longer
comprise those three members from the Perth city council. I think that is appropriate. Also, as happens in modern
days, but did not happen when the Perth Theatre Trust was established in 1979, board members are often required
to have specific skill sets. I know there are varying degrees of opinion on that. When we are setting up a statutory
board that is primarily looking after assets on behalf of the people of Western Australia, we have to know that the
people appointed have the skills necessary. If it is a private board or a publicly listed company board, those
appointments can be dealt with in the way that the board and the shareholders see fit. But when it is for the general
public, I think it is a good thing that some of the board members will be required to have certain knowledge and
understanding of things like finance, the law, and culture and the arts so that we ensure we are getting not only the
best people, but also the right fit of people to make the board operate and add value.
As I said, there is a perception that not many cultural events are held in the northern suburbs where I live and in
the area I represent. The local government does a really good job. The City of Joondalup puts on a lot of arts and
cultural events. It has had a summer concert series. Members might be interested to know that last year, at the
newly developed Whitfords Nodes park, we even had a performance by Fatboy Slim, the well-known British artist
from a few decades ago. That was very good.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Is that the new development up there?
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Yes, the Whitfords Nodes development that we like to call “Albert Jacob’s ladder”!
I believe the minister may be coming out to visit there soon. It is going to be a great cultural and recreational precinct.
The City of Joondalup puts on great events and so do the other cities. It is clear that we do not have as many venues.
There has always been chatter about a performing arts centre or some form of public venue in the City of Joondalup,
perhaps in the CBD. That always causes consternation amongst ratepayers. Other parts of the state have had varying
experiences with the ability of local governments and communities to sustain venues over longer periods. The capital
funds might be there but venues can sometimes be quite intensive from an income point of view and may not necessarily
make the returns that their proponents thought they might make. They may have looked at them through rose-coloured
glasses or there may be periods such as right now when no large venue is able to make a return because we do not have
touring acts or large-scale performances that rely on people being able to cross interstate and international borders very
quickly in order to make events economical. In the past, I have had plenty of experience in putting events together.
They were not on a huge scale—not tens of thousands of people—but involved thousands of people and it is costly.
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I can explain that to the minister in very fine detail afterwards, if he likes. It is perhaps
the sign of a misspent youth, or a very well enjoyed youth—whatever the case may be.
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Yes, it was well before I came to this fair state. Who knows what the future holds?
There is always talk about a performing arts space or centre, or some form of venue in the City of Joondalup.
I think anything that was likely to happen has now been delayed by quite some time because of the health and
economic disruption that we have experienced. I have always said that I am happy for such a venue to be developed
in the northern suburbs. I think it would be really good for the people of the northern suburbs, but the economics have
to stack up. The fear is that City of Joondalup ratepayers may end up carrying an ongoing cost for the operation of
a venue that is established, as has happened in other communities here in Western Australia and in other places.
We know the celebrated examples. I referred to a couple of them as venues managed by Perth Theatre Trust. The
economics really have to stack up. That is when a body like the Arts and Culture Trust can give significant support,
encouragement and direction. It is the sort of body that will develop its expertise in managing venues and creating
the infrastructure and broader structure around that infrastructure that is required for a vibrant cultural and arts
precinct. Perhaps it can play a part in informing and advising bodies like the City of Joondalup or other local
government authorities that will embark on exercises of modelling and costing, and perhaps looking at funding for
new venues in the future. As our city grows, there is no doubt that we should not clump everything in the CBD and
Northbridge, and in what is, from time to time, quite an exciting scene in Fremantle—I acknowledge that. Things
also happen in Mandurah. If events are clumped only in those centres and we forget Perth’s north, the people in
Perth’s north will feel disconnected from the rest of the city, particularly in being able to access cultural and arts
events. I may be spruiking for the idea that next time the minister considers an equivalent to the Highway to Hell,
he looks at the northern suburbs rather than the southern suburbs. I am sure that all the local government authorities—
the City of Stirling, City of Joondalup and the City of Wanneroo—would be very willing to partner —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr S.J. Price): The City of Kalamunda!
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: I am advocating for the north; I will let you advocate for the east!
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I am advocating for my area, Hillarys, and the north more generally. I think that would be a great way to do it. We
had The Giants in the city and the Highway to Hell south of the river. As I always say to people—I see my friend
the member for Balcatta—“Perth does not end at Reid Highway; it goes north!”
Mr D.R. Michael: Or Scarborough Beach Road.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: Some people would say Scarborough Beach Road, yes.
Mr D.R. Michael: A performing arts centre in Stirling city centre would be magnificent.
Mr P.A. KATSAMBANIS: There we are; I will let the member for Balcatta propose that. It may be a shared
facility with the City of Stirling, including Wanneroo and Joondalup. That is all up for discussion.
I raised that point specifically to indicate that I think a body such as this, which has been created by this bill, could
add significant value to the discussion around proposals for events that will happen in the future. It will generate
a body of knowledge. It will be the keeper of a lot of information—the modern word is “learnings”, although I try
to avoid using it. Whatever the word, the trust will have the ability to advise, assist and inform, and I think that is
a really good thing.
It is disappointing that there is a possibility that a subsequent Parliament will revisit this in the future. This is not
a controversial bill, as I said earlier. The provisions of the bill are quite extensive. I have looked through them
from a corporate governance point of view and I had some questions. Those questions were answered at a briefing
that was kindly provided by the minister’s office for me; the responsible shadow minister, Hon Michael Mischin;
and the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, the member for Nedlands. We attended the briefing quite some time
ago, which shows members how long it takes sometimes for bills to come through. My questions were answered
in a very affirmative way. I think the bill creates a very good framework of corporate governance. Of course, these
sorts of frameworks are always tested in implementation rather than on paper, so we will see how it goes. I have
faith in this Minister for Culture and the Arts. I have seen the love he has for his portfolio. He will administer the
trust, while it is in his hands, faithfully and diligently. I am sure that future ministers of any political persuasion
will do exactly the same thing.
With those words, I do not want to hold up the passage of this bill. I hope that it is not held up by the machinery over
in the other place. We can have a debate in this chamber about the other place. The minister and the government
will say that the opposition parties in the other place are being obstructionist and dragging things out. On our side,
we will say that the government is not doing a good job of managing the other place and that it could be managing
the agenda much better to get bills through in a quicker and more efficient manner, especially the non-controversial
bills. We could have that debate and argy-bargy about whose fault it is, but, as members of the Legislative Assembly,
we should be saying to all members in the other place, “Here’s a bill. It not on the government’s list but, my
goodness, how long are you going to take to debate it—an hour or two? Find some time to get it through because
it’s important.” The culture and arts industry is waiting. The Perth Theatre Trust Act is no longer fit for purpose.
It does not have the rules of corporate governance that we embrace 41 years later. That scares me because I was
in high school in 1979. It was a long time ago.
The act is past its use-by date, particularly because it is about managing venues that are not in the city of Perth
or even in the wider metropolitan area. Let us give it a modern focus; let us update its powers, its functions and its
responsibilities; and let us allow the Arts and Culture Trust and the vibrant and thriving arts and culture communities
here in Western Australia to get on with the job. I sincerely hope that happens and that we can send a bipartisan
or multi-partisan message from this place rather than argy-bargy about “It’s your fault; it’s our fault” across to the
other place, but say with one voice that we support it. We think it is good; we think it is important. It has been a long
time coming. It was started by Hon John Day in the previous Liberal–National government. It is now being advanced
by the current Minister for Culture and the Arts, the honourable member for Mandurah, so it has totally and utterly
bipartisan support. Let us get on with it so we can allow these important cultural institutions and important employers
also in this current environment—they are very important for the social fabric of Perth—to get on with doing what
they do, which is to provide wonderful cultural and artistic entertainment for us all here in Western Australia.
MR D.T. REDMAN (Warren–Blackwood) [4.40 pm]: You might have to wake up now, minister!
I want to talk for a very short time and highlight the support of the Nationals WA for the Arts and Culture Trust
Bill 2020. As previous speakers, particularly the last speaker, the member for Hillarys, made the point, there have been
a number of points in time when the need to update this bill has been identified to make sure that it applies in a modern
context to maintain the vibrancy of the arts and culture within our community and to enhance that if it possibly can.
I guess from my perspective and that of the National Party, we want to ensure that the regions are not lost in that
discussion. A number of centres in regional Western Australia find it pretty tough going. It is my understanding that the
current Perth Theatre Trust has a role in the Albany Entertainment Centre. There is, of course, the Goldfields Arts Centre
in Kalgoorlie and we have quite a vibrant centre in Bunbury’s Live Events and Conferencing Centre. Busselton is
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a very big centre for the creative industries and does pretty well, and there is also Geraldton. There are certainly some
regional challenges to ensure that regional Western Australians get access to culture and the arts.
Mr D.A. Templeman: There is a new one in Margaret River.
Mr D.T. REDMAN: Yes; Margaret River HEART. It has been the centre of a lot of our discussion around the
National Party table in the past. When we were in government and had opportunities to roll out the royalties for
regions program, we very quickly identified that with engagement with the community, it is not about just physical
infrastructure, hospitals, schools and other services provided by government. Culture and the arts is another wedge,
and that adds almost the heartbeat to our communities. It is massively important to a different degree in different
parts of regional Western Australia, but certainly in my electorate, in the seat of Warren-Blackwood, Denmark is
a very culturally and artistically focused community. Margaret River is the same; they are almost the bookends of
my electorate. It is highlighted in a lot of work that the National–Liberal government did when in government when
we rolled out the blueprints. It was not about just building the physical infrastructure, fixing up roads or building
a new hospital; there is another piece that needs support—the artistic and a cultural piece that often flies under the
radar when we are looking at the finances. It is very challenging to make it economic, but it is massively important.
As the minister rolls out and supports legislative changes like this, it is really important that we capture that regional
piece so that the regions are, and have the opportunities to be, as engaged in culture and the arts as anywhere else
in Western Australia. People who live in the regions should not be disadvantaged just because of where they live.
That is challenging and needs to be at the forefront of, firstly, decisions made by government and, secondly, the
operations of the new Arts and Culture Trust. That needs to be part of its discussions about how it can get proper
engagement from regional Western Australians.
The other component that I think this bill will enhance is the scope of the organisation to engage in business and
commercial activities much more than previously occurred. That is obviously important because we can then bring
to the table opportunities that might not have been possible. Those commercial opportunities are more challenging
in regional Western Australia. Again, I highlight that although this bill will unlock some potential in the arts and
culture space, assurance that the regions are not forgotten is also critically important.
The government has the National Party’s support for this bill, but I highlight that our focus, of course, is in regional
Western Australia, and that wedge of building a community in the culture and arts space is critically important. If
we are to build vibrant communities, culture and the arts need to be a key part of what we build. These are the
strategies and the tools that we should use to achieve that, and they need to be at the forefront of the Arts and Culture
Trust’s decision-making and the resources that it can deploy to achieve that end. This bill has our support and it is
great to see it here. It will certainly get support from the National Party in both houses.
MR J.N. CAREY (Perth — Parliamentary Secretary) [4.45 pm]: It is my pleasure to speak to the Arts and Culture
Trust Bill 2020, which I will call an arts reform bill. I note, first of all, the member for Dawesville’s performance,
which I believe would win the worst performing support actor! I note also that he would never be a lead actor because
he will never be the leader!
Mr D.A. Templeman: I would never have cast him.
Mr J.N. CAREY: I think he would certainly win worst supporting actor for numerous reasons, although he does
put on a good performance, as he is doing in his electorate right now.
It is fantastic to see that this Arts and Culture Trust Bill has come to the Parliament, and I want to make some
broad observations about it. Although we have heard already from some members who do not want a city focus,
obviously as the member for Perth, I will always champion greater arts and culture in the heart of the city. We
have seen some big transformational projects for the Perth CBD. Obviously, we saw Elizabeth Quay, Yagan Square
and Perth Stadium close by. These big projects and big public spaces are there, but now the city faces a challenge.
Ever since then, the boom has ended and now COVID is hitting, so it is about getting people back to the city and
filling those public spaces. We understand that for the future of Perth to be vibrant and dynamic, to be a place where
people want to live and visit, it needs people. That is the critical heartbeat of the city. It is not about more stadiums,
more Elizabeth Quays or Yagan Squares. We need more people every day in the city, living there and deciding to
shop and work there. That is what we critically need if we want Perth to grow into the future.
How do we do that? One key part of that is to invest strongly in arts and culture. Arts and culture is the heartbeat
of any city. It gives a city identity, it gives it a sense of community and it brings people together who might never
have come together before. I think some people strongly underestimate how the arts and culture sector provides
an incredible daytime and night-time economy. We know this, and it is evidenced when we see the city during the
Fringe World Festival season because our city is most alive, most vibrant and most dynamic during our Fringe Festival
and our Perth Festival. Those two critical arts and cultural events draw life into our city like never before. I want
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to see more of that. I am proud to be part of a state government that recognises the significance to the city of the
arts and cultural sector by investing heavily in a $76 million package for our arts and cultural centre.
Something that the previous government was repeatedly warned about but ignored and never did anything about
was the Perth Concert Hall, which is a key cultural institution for not only Perth but also the whole of
Western Australia. For too long, it was ignored by the previous government. There was no investment. I am
proud that this state government recognises the value of that major cultural asset to Perth and Western Australia
and has announced a $30 million investment in that building to enhance its capacity for cultural and arts events.
The government has also announced other parts of that package that will significantly support the arts and cultural
sector, including $15 million to reactivate and drive live performances and tours, including through waiving fees.
Most importantly, the government announced that the package includes funding of $2 million to investigate the
provision of an Aboriginal cultural centre in Perth, Western Australia. This idea has been mooted by some of the
mayoral candidates. The $2 million investment will ensure that we look at this idea seriously and genuinely and,
most importantly, we engage in an honest conversation with the traditional owners of Western Australia. If we are
to develop a major and significant cultural building for Perth that recognises our First People and traditional owners,
they must be at the forefront. This could be a game changer for Perth. Do not underestimate how an Aboriginal
arts and cultural centre of national significance could transform Perth. Research shows that tourists who come to
Western Australia crave an experience where they can learn about and understand Aboriginal culture and history.
Unfortunately, many will not experience that at all, particularly if their trip is just to the city and then perhaps to the
south west. Although we have some incredible Aboriginal tourism companies, tourists crave, when they have a city
stay, an experience that helps them to understand Aboriginal culture and heritage. This $2 million will help us to not
only get to the detail of a business case, but also undertake genuine consultation with traditional owners, so that
we can put forward a case to the federal arena for why Perth should be home to an Aboriginal cultural centre.
This legislation is another part of that picture of putting culture and the arts first in Western Australia and providing
the framework—the infrastructure—to support it. As chair of the Perth Cultural Precinct Taskforce, as appointed
by the minister, I can say that the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020 is very important, as it will do two key things
through this new authority. Firstly, it will extend the scope by empowering the authority to take responsibility for
and have authority over a cultural space like the Perth Cultural Centre. It is not just about institutions; it is also
about the spaces that link and bring people together, which in themselves can also be hubs of cultural activity and
events. We know that the Perth Cultural Centre has been just that, as it has been used as an important venue for
both our Fringe World Festival and Perth Festival seasons. However, it is fair to say that the Perth Cultural Centre
has had better days. That is why this minister had the foresight to establish a task force, with representation from
all the key institutions, to look at both the short-term and long-term actions that can be taken to bring this important
cultural heart of our city back to life. The task force has come close to producing a scoping document to go out
to market to create a new master plan for the Perth Cultural Centre. The new museum, the State Library of
Western Australia, the Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts, the Art Gallery of Western Australia and the Blue Room
Theatre are in this precinct, but it is fair to say that the space itself does not live up to these incredible arts institutions.
Again, this is something that this state government is doing. The previous state government let it slip. It did not
properly invest in the Perth Cultural Centre, so this minister has been left to clean it up and get it back in order by
creating a new master plan for our city and this important culture centre.
The second aspect of this bill that is important for the Perth Cultural Centre is that, as we have already heard from
other speakers, it will give the trust increased power to participate in commercial and business arrangements with arts
organisations and the private sector. In particular, it will enable the new authority to capitalise on business arrangements
for entities like the Perth Cultural Centre. It will be better able to grip potential commercial activities that will drive
activation and vibrancy in the Perth Cultural Centre. This is key for me. As the chair of the Cultural Precinct Taskforce,
this is perhaps the most important part of the bill. The authority will not simply be given responsibility and authority
for spaces like the Perth Cultural Centre, but also be able to maximise its resources and, hopefully, in the long run,
reduce its reliance on state funding by potentially using the cultural centre as an income earner for the authority and
for investment back into the Perth Cultural Centre or other arts institutions.
I know the bill will provide a different structure from the Perth Theatre Trust board by removing the City of Perth
appointees. I do not consider this to be a bad thing. I agree with our regional members of Parliament that if we want
this trust and authority to have a broader state focus and recognise regional institutions, it no longer makes sense to
have three City of Perth appointees on the trust. It is a logical direction to change the structure of the new authority.
I want to end by thanking the Perth Theatre Trust for its work. It has had to adapt to the times. It has been given
many responsibilities. I recently had the pleasure of giving the Perth Theatre Trust an update on the progress of
the Perth Cultural Centre. I want to acknowledge the current board members and the work they have done to provide
a vision within the limited constraints of the current act. I am very hopeful for the future of arts and culture in our
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city, because the government is providing not only significant investment through this $76 million package, but also
a reform package through the legislation so that the new body is better able to manage not only existing cultural
aspects but also new or revamped cultural spaces, such as the Perth Cultural Centre.
MS C.M. ROWE (Belmont) [4.59 pm]: I rise to make a contribution to the second reading debate on the Arts and
Culture Trust Bill 2020. I wish to begin by acknowledging and congratulating the Minister for Culture and the Arts
and his terrific work in this space. He is incredibly dedicated to the arts community in Western Australia, so I take
this opportunity to acknowledge that.
I would like to start by reading out a quote from an Israeli artist, Yaacov Agam, who said —
There are two distinct languages. There is the verbal, which separates people … and there is the visual
that is understood by everybody.
Art is an incredibly significant part of the fabric of our society and our culture. It can strengthen social relations and
identity; express complex emotions; tell original stories; provide deep insights; bring communities together; and
translate experiences, memories and moments across time and space. The arts can entertain us, educate us, illuminate
our lives, and enrich our emotional world. Beyond this, the arts and culture have a broader impact upon our economy,
health, wellbeing, society and education.
Let us for a moment imagine a world without the arts: museums, galleries, theatres, festivals, school choirs, songs on
the radio, concerts, films, TV shows, comedy and dance performances—all gone. There would be no comics performing
at Fringe World Festival; no actors at the Heath Ledger Theatre; no paintings on the walls of the Art Gallery of WA;
no dancers at the West Australian Ballet; no films to watch at the local cinema; and no live music to see at concerts,
the West Australian Symphony Orchestra, or at your corner pub. Without our arts, we are left with a society bereft
of identity, culture, entertainment and diversity. We would fail to share our own stories in our own unique and creative
ways. I am sure some of us here can remember a moment—a theatre performance, a scene from a film, a song or
a concert, painting or a poem—when the value of the arts to the fabric of our society and ourselves as individuals
really became clear. Art is crucial in nourishing our culture, but also in preserving it.
The McGowan government recognises the rich and diverse contribution the arts has made to the fabric of our society,
our culture and our way of life and wellbeing here in WA. Our government demonstrably recognises the importance
of the arts and cultural sectors within our state, which is why, through this bill, we are developing and modernising
the management structures for that sector. We are firmly committed to the advancement of Western Australian
arts and culture. In order to achieve greater outcomes in this sector, WA needs a new and modern trust that can
manage a broader range of cultural assets entrusted to its care.
The Perth Theatre Trust has served its role for many decades, in accordance with the powers granted to it under
the Perth Theatre Trust Act 1979. The Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020 will create a trust that will continue the
great work done by the Perth Theatre Trust over many decades and, crucially, expand into a broader encapsulation
of arts and culture in our state. The Arts and Culture Trust will feature greater responsibilities, broader powers and
greater flexibility in carrying out its duties. This will equip the trust with the tools necessary to facilitate an expansion
of venues, services and activities within the sector.
The establishment of the Arts and Culture Trust is covered under part 2 of the bill. This trust will differ from the
Perth Theatre Trust in many regards, and I would like to touch on some of the most significant reforms. The trust’s
responsibility will extend to all kinds of art and cultural venues, rather than being limited to just theatres. This will
give the trust broader scope to manage assets within the arts and culture sectors, to direct activity and provide quality
services to the public. The bill acknowledges the wide variety of arts and culture projects, industries and entities
within the state, and seeks to provide support and guidance to achieve positive outcomes across the board.
The trust will have greater power to engage in the commercial activities of the properties vested in its care. This will
allow the trust to maximise the commercial potential of arts and culture in this state. By providing the trust with
increased power to participate in commercial activities and business arrangements, the government will allow the
trust to maximise its resources, reduce its reliance on state funding, and create flow-on benefits for businesses in
new trust venues, which is fantastic. There is no question that artistic ventures have considerable potential economic
value, and we are giving the trust the freedom to be able to tap into that potential to allow for greater sustainability
in the industry, which is clearly very important.
The trust board will be comprised of nine members rather than eight, to make quorums and majority decisions
easier to obtain. This procedural change is perhaps less exciting than other reforms contained in the bill, but it is
incredibly important. This change will likely allow the trust to run more effectively and efficiently, meaning that
there will be more time for the planning and management aspects of its responsibilities.
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Board members will be required to possess skills and experience that directly relate to the trust’s operations. At the
heart of this bill is a desire to enhance the reputation and quality of the arts and culture sector in WA. The economic
benefits that will accompany this will be simply an added incentive to tap into the potential of this industry. That
is why we are legislating for the board of the trust to have members who possess skills and experience directly
relating to the operations of the trust. We envision an entity that performs in the best interests of the arts and culture
sector, and this specification will ensure that decisions will be made by members with appropriate experience and
knowledge. Board members will be required to have different skills to ensure that the trust board has a broad spectrum
of knowledge to draw upon. We are taking a holistic approach to the arts here, so it makes sense for the trust that
will be established under this legislation to be a reflection of that approach. This reform will ensure that the board
of the Arts and Culture Trust has a diverse range of knowledge and experience to draw upon when making crucial
decisions about the direction and management of the arts and culture sector in our state. This acknowledges the
diversity of the sector and will provide a range of different voices to reflect that diversity on the board of the trust.
I personally understand the importance of having a broad range of skill sets on boards, as for 10 years I was
a member and chair of the not-for-profit Film and Television Institute WA. We had industry practitioners; people
with business experience; people like me, with a background and experience in finance; and legal professionals.
That really added a lot of value and different insights and perspectives to our board discussions and debates.
Furthermore, the trust will be subject to special safeguards for the use of information and disclosure of conflicts
of interest. It is important to ensure that that is enshrined in this bill. The state government is committed to ensuring
that the bodies it establishes are fair, accountable and completely transparent. We are confident that these provisions
will ensure that the trust is able to perform its role while maintaining its integrity.
In addition to this bill, as a state government we are doing a great deal to support the arts in WA. We want to ensure,
during the really uncertain times we are going through in 2020, that our storytellers, commentators, comedians,
designers, artists and singers, just to name a few, remain supported so that they can continue operating, secure future
employment, and deliver programs for our community, at a time when we are really looking for and longing for
connection—and entertainment, of course.
The state government, through Lotterywest, is committing $159 million in the COVID-19 relief fund to respond
to hardships being experienced by the WA community as a result of this pandemic. A number of artists in my own
community reached out and contacted me in the early days of the pandemic to share their stories about how hard it
was when venues closed down and there were no audiences for artists to perform for. That was a real challenge. I am
really proud that our state government is providing that critical support to artists, especially in this time of need.
This package includes event cancellation relief for arts, sports and community groups. Up to $14 million will be available
for not-for-profit arts, sports and community organisations that are experiencing financial hardship as a result of events
being cancelled due to COVID-19. In addition, up to $25 million will be available for not-for-profit arts, sports and
community organisations across the state to maintain staff, pivot their operations, collaborate and develop new ways of
working, innovate, maintain viability, and build resilience as appropriate for future recovery through sector support
and resilient organisations. In addition, the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries
continues to provide support to the independent sector through the Arts U-15k grant program. The DLGSCI is making
up to $2.4 million of support available via the Arts U-15k grant program and the contemporary music fund grant
program, and strategic project support for independent artists unable to access that Lotterywest funding. This also
includes up to $500 000 for contemporary music relief grants for recording and digital distribution activities.
The McGowan government has also recently approved a $1.5 million support package for WA artists. The
initiative, which was developed by the Art Gallery of Western Australia and its board, will help Western Australian
artists during the COVID-19 emergency. Under the initiative, all living Western Australian artists represented in
the state gallery collection will receive $2 000 to go towards creating an online state art collection archive, which
I think is a great initiative. In addition, independent art centre–based Aboriginal artists will share up to $525 000
through a targeted acquisition program to purchase existing works from up to 15 independent Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander artists and from 25 Aboriginal art centres, which is fantastic. That means that, in total, more
than 400 Western Australian artists will directly benefit from this initiative, which is truly remarkable.
[Member’s time extended.]
Ms C.M. ROWE: Furthermore, Screenwest, WA’s screen funding and development organisation, has announced
$2.5 million for a WA screen industry sustainability package as a direct response to COVID-19. It is being funded
by repurposing existing funding provided by the state government through Lotterywest, but it will deliver in addition
to funding already committed projects, which is great. I feel particularly passionate about our screen culture, as it
is vital that we maintain local content for our local screens. We want to capture our unique individual stories and
most especially our Indigenous stories.
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Mr D.A. Templeman: Did you tread the boards?
Ms C.M. ROWE: I did, in community theatre in Mt Macedon. We were the Macedon players. During my time at
the Film and Television Institute of WA, one of the programs I was incredibly passionate about was when we went
out and captured Indigenous stories for the national archives. That was really fantastic. We also sent crews out on
country in remote Indigenous communities to teach some of the young kids how to make their own films and tell
their own stories. That was incredibly transformational in the lives of those young people in a short space of time.
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Ms C.M. ROWE: Yes, I believe they are still in the national archives. I think those types of programs are fantastic.
I am very passionate about local content. As a mum with two young kids, I think it is beautiful to see animated shows
like Bluey really take off. It is incredibly popular. My kids adore it, but I love it because it is distinctly Australian.
I absolutely love that and we should continue to celebrate it. We should continue to fund arts and screen culture so
that we can continue to produce those shows.
As part of the state government’s recovery plan, $76 million in funding to support culture and the arts was announced
in August. This package includes $30 million for the redevelopment of the Perth Concert Hall, which will transform
the venue’s accessibility and make it into an active cultural hub. It will also have the benefit of creating an additional
230 jobs, which is critically important in this environment and should be celebrated. A further $15 million will
fund upgrades to His Majesty’s Theatre—the member for Perth touched on this—to reinstate original balconies
and verandahs and to provide new event spaces. Again, and importantly, these restoration works are expected to
create an additional 110 jobs for local west Aussies, which is terrific.
Recognising the immense value of culture and the arts to our communities, other funding provided as part of this
recovery package includes $5.6 million for venue hire waivers for local performing arts companies, which means
free access to state government venues; $9 million to underwrite COVID-19-associated financial risks for live music
performers; $5 million from Lotterywest for the Creative Communities Recovery—Artists in Residency program,
which will provide employment opportunities for individual artists to work with local communities to activate spaces
and deliver broad community benefits; $2 million to begin planning a new Aboriginal cultural centre, which will
be fantastic; and $2 million for the design and delivery of online portals for Aboriginal art sales and presentation
of performing arts activities, which I think will be breathtaking and is so overdue—what a wonderful initiative.
There is also a $350 000 contribution towards events delivered by the West Australian Music Industry Association.
This funding will provide a much-needed boost to the culture and the arts sector. I think it is fair to say that this
industry has been really quite savaged during the pandemic. WA has largely been inoculated to some of the effects
of COVID, but I think the arts took quite a bad hit early on.
In addition to the recovery package, the state government has also contributed $60 000 to the WA Reflections—
Our History Rediscovered program. This program encourages mid-career filmmakers to access grants to make
short films, bringing stories from the State Library of Western Australia to life. The state government’s $60 000
contribution will assist filmmakers to creatively depict diaries, journals, letters and oral histories from the State Library’s
collections. With the support of the state government, young and emerging artists and filmmakers will be encouraged
to develop and showcase their talents. I really value these types of programs, because investing in and supporting
emerging filmmakers provides them with that critical platform by which they learn and hone their craft to hopefully
go on to become professional filmmakers here in WA. Anything we can do to support them is truly fantastic. Again,
harking back to the days when I was on the board of the Film and Television Institute, we ran a lot of programs to
support that aspect of the industry—the emerging filmmakers. We provided small grants to help them make their
first film or a short film and then we provided them with the opportunity to showcase those films in short film
festivals. At the tail end of that, there was the opportunity to nominate for the WA screen awards that we ran annually.
There was that whole opportunity to build up a suite of skills as a filmmaker. Some really great success stories
have come out of the Film and Television Institute. Zak Hilditch, who went on to make a Hollywood film, started
at the Film and Television Institute. It is important that we provide those opportunities in every sector for emerging
artists so that they can cut their teeth, learn the skills and build their confidence so that they are able to compete in
a creative industry in a global environment. It is really important that we support them in those endeavours.
The government also recently announced a $195 000 relief fund for eligible regional art galleries, and I know
that my friends in the Nationals WA would be very interested to see how much the government is dedicating to
regional art. The relief fund supports artists in regions where exhibitions had to be cancelled due to the onset of
COVID-19. This funding will provide immediate support for regional galleries and will ensure that the galleries
have the ability to host visual art exhibitions and stimulate and revitalise community arts activities in the aftermath
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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The state government also committed $1 million to the regional arts resilience grants program, which offers grants of
up to $15 000 to regional artists, cultural practitioners and arts and cultural organisations. This will help re-establish
arts in the regions by encouraging community participation and involvement, promoting local talent and assisting
with the business and professional development of the sector. It is fair to say that this is one of the biggest investments
in regional art that the state has seen in a very long time. I congratulate the Minister for Culture and the Arts for
looking beyond the metropolitan area. There are a lot of thriving and budding artists in regional and remote
communities who desperately rely on the government’s support to allow them to continue to create their art, so
I am incredibly supportive of what we are doing to help regional artists.
I am proud to be a part of the McGowan government. This government truly supports our artists, entertainers and
performers, particularly at a time when so many face significant uncertainty. I am excited to see the passage of this
bill. I would love nothing more than to see Western Australia become a bastion of the arts and a sought-out location
for artistic ventures and projects—maybe even Hollywood films! I believe that the establishment of the Arts and
Culture Trust will contribute to our artistic landscape. I hope that it paves the way for an expansion of this industry
that I hold very dear. Without art—in the words of Robert Frost—there is nothing to look backward to with pride
and nothing to look forward to with hope.
I commend the bill to the house.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Before you go, member. What was the name of the players you were with? I’ve got the
“Mount Players”.
Ms C.M. ROWE: Mount Players—that was it!
Mr D.A. Templeman: What years would you have been in there?
Ms C.M. ROWE: Pre-Facebook—thank goodness!
Mr D.A. Templeman: They’ve got the list of the productions.
Ms C.M. ROWE: It would have been 1994 through to 1998, maybe?
Mr D.A. Templeman: Well, therefore, you would’ve been with some of these very outstanding performances!
Ms C.M. ROWE: They were outstanding performances—Bye Bye Birdie.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Yes. I just think it’s really important that we acknowledge the role that community theatre plays.
Ms C.M. ROWE: Absolutely!
Mr D.A. Templeman: And they are spread throughout Western Australia, of course.
Ms C.M. ROWE: The community theatre was my home for my teenage years. Most of the time I auditioned, I was
rejected by the director, but eventually one director caved and said, “You’re in, but sing quietly at the back of the
chorus.” Thank you, members.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms M.M. Quirk): The question is that the bill be read a second time. I call the member
for Mount Lawley, who, of course, has the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts in his electorate, which
is very important!
MR S.A. MILLMAN (Mount Lawley) [5.22 pm]: It gives me great pleasure to rise and speak in support of the
Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020. I start by saying that I never cease to be amazed by the depth of talent on the
government benches, particularly when it comes to culture and the arts. After my contribution, members will have
speeches from the member for Mirrabooka and the member for Kingsley to go with the speeches by the Minister
for Culture and the Arts, the member for Perth and the extraordinarily talented member for Belmont, who was the
chair of the Film and Television Institute WA, which is something I had no appreciation of until her contribution
just now. I speak for fellow members when I say that we are all very proud to be part of a McGowan government,
in which culture and the arts are front and centre of what this government is trying to achieve. We all recognise and
appreciate how important culture and the arts are for telling our stories. We are all very proud to have a Minister
for Culture and the Arts who is so assiduous, dedicated and hardworking in promoting this portfolio and in making
sure that culture and the arts gets the proper attention of this chamber and Parliament, which it deserves.
With those introductory comments, I want to thank the minister for introducing this bill into this chamber. As I make
my contribution on behalf of the people of Mt Lawley, I will refer back to some of the comments the minister made
in his second reading speech. What is the need for this amending legislation? Why is this legislation required and
why is it required now? The minister said —
… the Perth Theatre Trust has been hindered by the limitations of that act. Although the act has done what
it was designed to do, it has also restricted the Perth Theatre Trust’s potential and prevented it from moving
beyond the narrow role assigned to it, which is to manage theatres.
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Establishing an independent trust with the ability to maximise revenue is important. He continued —
The McGowan government has a vision of a Perth Theatre Trust that manages not only theatres, but also
cultural centres and other valuable cultural assets—a vision that cannot be achieved with the Perth Theatre
Trust in its current form.
The minister spoke about the responsibilities of the new trust. He said —
The trust’s responsibilities will not be limited to theatres. It will have the power to manage all kinds of
cultural venues, including —
This is important, members —
outdoor spaces such as the Perth Cultural Centre.
…
The new trust will reach even further and potentially control assets across the whole state.
This picks up on the very good point made by the member for Belmont—that is, our stories are being told from Eucla
to Kununurra, from the border to the coast. Our stories are the stories of the whole of Western Australia, and cultural
centres throughout regional Western Australia need to be supported because they have such important stories to
share. There will be increased partnership with arts organisations, and the electorate of Mount Lawley has several
fantastic arts organisations.
The minister continued —
An important provision in the bill will allow the government to declare a state-funded arts organisation
to be a “resident company” for the purposes of the bill.
This seems to be completely logical and it almost comes as a surprise that it does not exist in the current legislation.
How good would it be to have a resident company? The bill will allow us to maximise commercial potential. This
is always a challenging subject. We are often very concerned about the economy and not the pure and beautiful
pursuit of the arts, but this legislation will harvest both aspects. The minister continued —
The bill will also grant the trust with increased power to participate in commercial activities and business
arrangements.
This legislation will grant the trust the freedom to do the work that it needs to do to make it self-sustaining, as the
member for Perth said. He continued —
The Perth Theatre Trust is currently restricted to managing the specific theatres vested in its care. The
current legislative regime is restrictive and does not easily facilitate short-term events or opportunities
that can arise within the cultural and artistic sector. To enable the new trust to hold artistic and cultural
events to be enjoyed by the community, the bill will grant the minister with the power to declare any part
of the state a venue if it is intended to be used partially or wholly as a place for cultural and artistic
purposes …
A declaration will enable the area to be used by the new trust to hold events and provide the trust with
broad powers to manage and conduct those events. This reform will provide a long-overdue opportunity
for the government, through the trust, to host cultural and artistic events anywhere in the state.
Once this bill is signed into law, it will provide opportunities for local businesses, artistic endeavours and cultural
expression in other parts of the state, which goes far beyond the scope of the existing Perth Theatre Trust and the
Perth Cultural Centre. In short, this legislation has the real potential to bring in more arts and culture events and
flow-on benefits to surrounding businesses in our local neighbourhoods.
I turn to the question of our local neighbourhoods. The electorate of Mount Lawley contains many great examples
of a thriving arts and culture sector. It already has performing arts venues and organisations, and local hospitality
and retail businesses would jump at the chance for a partnership with the new Arts and Culture Trust. These
organisations are already actively involved in promoting arts and culture in our local community. A local example
of Mt Lawley’s thriving arts and culture sector is the Beaufort St Serenade, which is on tomorrow night on the
Beaufort Street strip. It is happening at a number of local businesses, but we will be in Parliament!
Mr D.A. Templeman: No, we could always get a pair!
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: You and me, minister, perhaps!
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Side Door Barbecue, Hermanos en Cantina, el Público and Si Paradiso will all host the Beaufort St Serenade
tomorrow night and there will be no menus. It is a fantastic example of how culture and the arts can be brought to
the community on the Beaufort Street strip to enliven what is already a fantastic community asset.
As the minister knows, performances by WA artists at the Astor Theatre have been revived after they unfortunately had
to be shut down due to COVID-19. We have some fantastic cultural centres, such as the Jewish Community Centre
of WA in Yokine, which has cultural programs and is getting an investment from the McGowan government, as is
the Laguna Veneto Social and Bocce Sporting Club in Dianella and the Hungarian Association of WA in Mt Lawley.
As the minister knows, having been there with me, the Jazz Club WA has residency at the Yokine Districts Bowling
Club, while other sporting clubs also offer their facilities for live performances, such as the Inglewood Bowling
and Sports Club, with its blues and roots music performances, the Alexander Park Tennis Club and the Mt Lawley
bowls and tennis clubs.
As the member for Perth touched on so clearly, this bill also has the potential to expand on Perth’s existing major
summer arts programs, such as the Perth International Arts Festival and the Fringe Festival, as well as working
with local governments to secure partnerships for performing arts and cultural events in our local suburbs. Our
summer arts festivals have ballooned massively over the past few years, and this bill will provide the minister with
the power to declare temporary venues. I see an obvious opportunity for the electorate of Mount Lawley, the
venues in that electorate, and neighbouring businesses to allow for a natural expansion of these festivals into our
neighbouring suburbs.
Further local venues that already add to Mt Lawley’s diverse arts and culture offerings include school auditoriums
at some of the fantastic schools in the electorate, including public and private schools such as Mount Lawley
Senior High School, Carmel School in Dianella, and Perth College in Mt Lawley; church and community halls;
TAFE facilities; piazzas, and public reserves. There is a fantastic gazebo at Copley Park that is a great location for
a band to play.
Ms J.M. Freeman: A good jazz band!
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: A great jazz gazebo, member for Mirrabooka!
When the arts are fostered in our community, local jobs and nearby businesses thrive. The most visible example I have
of this, as I have mentioned before, is the Astor Theatre, which is near my office. When the Astor has a sell-out show,
as it so often does, its patrons, both before and after the event, frequent local restaurants, cafes, bars and retail
shops all along Beaufort Street. The potential of this bill is key not only to building on the arts and culture of our
great state, but also to infusing our local businesses with flow-on revenue for our local entertainment precincts and
venues. The beauty of this bill and the great foresight of the McGowan government is that it will boost local jobs
and our local economy. As the member for Belmont just said, in the context of COVID, this bill could not have
come at a better time to inject revenue into hardworking local businesses.
Before I finish my contribution, I want to focus on a wonderful institution in the electorate of Mount Lawley,
which is an educational institution of unparalleled repute—that is, Mount Lawley Senior High School. I want to
talk about the specialist visual and performing arts program at that high school. I want to thank a work experience
student from Mount Lawley Senior High School who is with me this week, Alexander Hondros, and give him
a shout-out for the research that he put into this contribution. Alex is doing a great job and he got a selfie with the
Premier this morning out in Yokine. He is a student at Mount Lawley Senior High School and is a former participant
in the specialist visual and performing arts program. The SVAPA program is a three-year course with a contemporary
and experimental arts focus.
Mr D.A. Templeman: What’s it called? The strapper?
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: No, it is SVAPA, which stands for specialist visual and performing arts.
Ms J.M. Freeman: Member, will you take an interjection?
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: Absolutely. Does the member for Mirrabooka know anyone who has been through the
SVAPA program?
Ms J.M. Freeman: I know someone who has been through the SVAPA program. It absolutely established him for
a life of love and involvement in culture and the arts, particularly music and performance, but he also did lots of
acting and visual arts when he was there. It’s a great background for students and really a fantastic program at
Mount Lawley Senior High School.
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: Thank you for the interjection.
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It is an incredible school and an incredible program. It is a very competitive program that people are extraordinarily
keen to get into. I want to take this opportunity to speak to the program and promote it to the community of
Mt Lawley, Western Australia and to the minister so he understands how proud we are in Mt Lawley at the SVAPA
program at Mount Lawley Senior High School. It is a three-year course with a contemporary and experimental arts
focus and has been running since 2004. Students who are enrolled in the SVAPA program are required to attend early
morning workshop classes, school theatre productions, weekend workshops, and arts festival days. They work
with professional theatre and dance companies and artists; go on excursions; participate in incursions; go to the
SVAPA camp; and, pre-COVID, go on international tours. Mount Lawley teaches drama, media, music and visual
arts classes for non-SVAPA students as well; thereby spreading the benefits of artistic endeavour across the whole
student population.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Is it international?
Ms J.M. Freeman: They went to London and Paris a few years ago!
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: That is an excellent question. I wonder whether I can come to that shortly.
Mr Z.R.F. Kirkup: I’m a little disconcerted by the government occupying both sides of the chamber!
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: Wait until after March next year, mate!
In addition to all the classes that are taught to non-SVAPA students, the school also conducts the Lawley Art Auction
every June, which is a highlight of the calendar. Unfortunately, as a result of COVID, it was not able to be held
this year, but it is the program’s most important fundraiser and is well supported by the local community. Residents
from all over Mt Lawley participate in it.
There is a music camp for all the music students. Every year, there are 300 students in the music program and the
school is able to offer music scholarships. The instruments available to learn are the flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon,
saxophone, trumpet, trombone, euphonium, tuba, French horn, violin, viola, cello, double bass, classical guitar,
electric guitar, percussion, drums and voice.
Former well-known Mount Lawley Senior High School and SVAPA students who have contributed to Australian
arts and culture on the national and international stage include, but are not limited to, the son of the member for
Mirrabooka. They include Dacre Montgomery, who is the actor from Stranger Things and Power Rangers —
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: Yes.
The also include Luke Steele, who is in Empire of the Sun and won the Australian Recording Industry Association
awards album of the year and song of the year for Walking on a Dream in 2009; Katy Steele, who is a musician in
Little Birdy; and Marcus Graham, the actor from Jack Irish and Home and Away, who won the Australian Academy
of Cinema and Television Arts award for best guest or supporting actor in a television drama.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Are these SVAPA alumni?
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: These are SVAPA alumni from Mount Lawley Senior High School.
They also include Tammy Macintosh, an actor in Wentworth from 2015 to 2019, and—a favourite of the member
for Dawesville—Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries from 2012 to 2015.
I acknowledge a couple of the teachers at Mount Lawley Senior High School: Moya Thomas and Natalie Diggins.
The specialist visual and performing arts program premiered in 2004 at Mount Lawley Senior High School. The
program was a brainchild of Dr Dale Irving, an educational visionary, and is a cross-arts program that focuses on
connections within the arts disciplines rather than teaching them in isolation. This is a fantastic example of artistic
collaboration, which is so worthwhile when people move into professional careers. It was created to meet the needs
of an intake that were creative and community oriented. The three-year program is the first and only one of its
kind in the state. Since its inception, it has grown into a highly esteemed and respected industry-led program with
an emphasis on experimental and contemporary work. Auditions for primary school kids take place in year 6 across
music, art, drama and include a portfolio submission. The program takes only 32 merit-selected students per year.
As I said before, they are required to attend early morning classes, music ensembles and arts enrichment classes, as
well as rehearsals, Saturday workshops, concerts, exhibitions, arts festival days, camps and performances.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Do they have to be in the Mount Lawley Senior High School catchment area?
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Mr S.A. MILLMAN: No. Students can come from outside the catchment area. In fact, Alex, my work experience
student, now lives in the catchment area, but lived out of area when he first enrolled and qualified for Mount Lawley
Senior High School on account of having gone through the merit selection process when he was in primary school.
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: Member for Mirrabooka, a tour of London and Berlin takes place every three years.
Ms J.M. Freeman: They went to Paris!
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: There you go!
When they go to London, they go to the Tate museums, the Victoria and Albert Museum and the Saatchi Gallery.
In Germany, they go to the Berliner Philharmoniker. Workshops with the Royal Shakespeare Company, Punchdrunk
and Frantic Assembly are conducted for exposure and a deeper understanding of the arts. The teachers say that their
collaborations with the industry are very strong. Key partnerships with local artists and arts organisations include
with the Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company, Co3 Contemporary Dance, the Spare Parts Puppet Theatre, the Black Swan
State Theatre Company and The Last Great Hunt, as well as musicians, artists, directors, broadcasters, gamers,
dancers, puppeteers, set and lighting designers, painters and writers.
In 2017, Mount Lawley Senior High School collaborated with Ian Wilkes on Midsummer Dreaming. The minister
will remember this. The production was a Midsummer Night’s Dream from a Noongar perspective. The performance
was revived the following year as a joint production with fourth-year drama education students at ECU. As a self-funded
program, SVAPA definitely punches above its weight, creating and hosting at least two large theatre performances,
one exhibition and eight music concerts a year. I will come back to the Lawley Art Auction, which is organised by
not only the students, but also the SVAPA P&C committee. It really enhances and deepens that connection between
the local community and the school.
I am not sure that I will need an extension; I think I will finish in time.
Ms J.M. Freeman: Take an extension.
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: No, I am going to finish in time.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms M.M. Quirk): Can I say, member, that you have been proceeding at race caller’s
speed. You are passionate.
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: Madam Acting Speaker, I know that many government members are so passionate about
the arts that I can take only a short amount of time because there are many contributions to come.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Sorry to have interrupted.
Mr S.A. MILLMAN: No, not at all. This is an issue that we are passionate about. As I said, we are proud to serve
with this minister, who is so focused and dedicated to promoting this area.
Mount Lawley Senior High School says that because it believes its students are innovative artists and they have
been trained to work collaboratively alongside professionals, it has a large uptake of students pursuing a career in
the arts. In addition to the alumni that I mentioned earlier, I wish to refer to Asher Yasbincek from The Heights,
Shannon Dooley from Packed to the Rafters, Isabelle McDonald, an award-winning theatre maker, and countless
musicians, artists, backstage techies and arts administrators. In addition to the contributions that I made previously
about the importance of culture and the arts to people in my community, to the people in Mount Lawley, we will
forever remain a passionate, innovative and creative community. Institutions such as Mount Lawley Senior High
School and its SVAPA program speak volumes to that. I could not be prouder to be part of a government that is
focused on promoting culture and the arts and putting in place the necessary regulatory regime and the legislative
amendments to give full purpose and effect to that. It is unquestionably the case that I support this bill. I commend
the bill to the house. I congratulate the minister.
MRS J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI (Kingsley) [5.41 pm]: “All the world’s a stage and all the men and women merely
players”. Although I am nowhere near as talented as the man who wrote that, William Shakespeare, in As You
Like It, nor as talented as our minister, I have been known to sing and act on stage and on screen in the past.
I applaud the minister for introducing the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020 to this house. This bill represents
previously untouched potential in Perth and Western Australia. The McGowan government has a vision for a trust
that can manage not only theatres, but also other cultural assets entrusted into its care. This vision cannot be achieved
with the Perth Theatre Trust in its current form. I commend the minister for having the foresight and the vision to
bring this bill to the house in its current form to ensure that we will have a much more adaptable trust to move us
forward in an ever-changing world.
There is so much opportunity in Perth. This bill will give the minister the ability to designate any space in the public
realm to performances. This is a great thing for Western Australia. Our climate encourages us to be outdoors.
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According to the Bureau of Meteorology, Perth averages 140 sunny days and 121 partly sunny days a year, so
essentially we have the capacity to perform and enjoy our activities outdoors and to utilise our beautiful locations,
picturesque scenery and our very temperate climate for about a third of the year. Perth lends itself naturally to
outdoor events. We have the Kings Park Festival, which is currently running, Shakespeare in the Park, Opera in
the Quarry, Opera in the Pinnacles, fashion shows on the beach, Fringe World and the Perth Festival. Even in my
local area in the City of Joondalup, in the past we have had the Little Feet Festival, the Joondalup Festival and,
more recently, the Kaleidoscope Festival. This opportunity is about bringing arts and culture into our communities.
If we allow for arts and culture to be accessible, we allow for people to interact in a social way in our local
communities. Gone are the days when attending the theatre, the ballet and the opera in the city were for the sole
enjoyment of whose who could afford it. Gone are the days when children were not encouraged to go to the theatre.
Those days are dead. We need to bring our arts and culture to our children and our local communities. I believe
that this bill will help do that.
Even in Perth’s winter months, we have relatively mild weather for a majority of the time. We have capacity for
outdoor adventure, and arts can trigger that adventure. I was talking earlier with somebody about a time—probably
three or four years ago, in winter—when there was an ice rink in the middle of the Perth Cultural Centre. It was
amazing. We all took our kids there for a little skate. It was outdoors, and we were all rugged up. It rained but that
did not matter; we were outside enjoying our winter weather in Perth. I remember thinking at the time that it was
a missed opportunity. We had a fabulous ice rink in the cultural centre and we could have linked it into the library,
which could have had a display of books and catalogue items that showed what winter looked like through the
years in Perth or highlighted stories about winter and snow. Our kids never see snow in Perth. It is not something
that we have the opportunity to see. We could have leveraged this event to spark their imaginations and drive their
curiosity. Along with the library, the museum and the art gallery are located in this precinct. Temporary exhibitions
could have been set up that linked to this one idea of snow, ice and winter. Our kids never see that. We could
have had an exhibition in the Art Gallery showing a winter wonderland. We could have had displays in the
Museum that related to the ice age and how we have progressed since then. This bill unlocks so much potential
and opportunity.
Perth has often suffered from the Dullsville tag. I personally disagree with it. It is very derogatory and something
that has been labelled on us by our eastern states counterparts, possibly to make themselves feel better. There is so
much here in Perth; we could utilise what we have at our disposal to create the vibrancy that we want to see. There
is so much potential for culture and the arts to drive this vibrancy not only in Perth, but also in Western Australia.
If we are clever about it and we use what we have and connect it to other things in our state, it can also drive tourism
and our economy. Arts and culture drives activation. There is no denying that. It drives patronage directly to our
small businesses. When we go to the Heath Ledger Theatre, especially with a child, we will not get out of there
without going to the ice-cream shop or grabbing dinner before we go or getting a milkshake at the milk bar, whipped
with waffles and ice creams. We cannot go past the ice-cream shop without our children saying, “I want to go in
there.” They would never get that opportunity if we were not seeing something at the theatre. When we go to the
ballet, we go to a cafe beforehand. We make it a special outing. These arts and cultural events drive patronage
directly to our small businesses such as restaurants, cafes and bars, but also indirectly to tourism operators, clothing
shops and gift shops.
We have this opportunity to showcase our rich and diverse Western Australian culture, starting with the stories of
traditional owners, through to the melting pot of 2020. Australian Aboriginal culture is the oldest living culture in
the world. I do not understand why we do not activate that more. Why have we not used this opportunity to create
an Aboriginal cultural centre? Perth is the ideal location for such a cultural centre and I know that the minister has
been talking to his federal counterparts about it, and championing Western Australia as the location for an
Aboriginal cultural centre of national significance. It just makes sense.
I would also like to see utilised our natural assets and our capacity to host outdoor events, and tie that to Aboriginal
culture. Although their stories are not my stories to tell, nor the stories of many of the members in this chamber,
that does not mean we cannot champion the mechanisms to allow Aboriginal stories to be told. The Arts and Culture
Trust Bill gives us an opportunity for creative, out-of-the-box thinking. When we are allowed to go on holiday to
other countries again, what do we go for? It is to see the history and culture—that is certainly what I go for. When
I went to Barcelona for my cousin’s wedding, we went to see arts and culture. We went to see the Sagrada Família
being built, but not because it is a particularly beautiful building—it is quite Gothic and dark—but because it
represents Barcelona’s arts and culture over an extended period. Although it is a faith-based institution, we went to
see the building’s absolutely exquisite artistic work, including the stained-glass windows and Gothic impressions
on the outside. If people go to Paris, they see the Eiffel Tower, but they also go to the Louvre and the places where
they know they can find arts and culture. I would love for that to be the case here in Western Australia. When we
go to Singapore, one of the things the kids love to do is visit the Wings of Time multimedia attraction. There are live
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actors and displays of lighting, water and fire. It is a vehicle to tell a story. We have the capacity to do something
similar here. We have a beautiful river with great foreshores where we could create something like that. We could
project stories of our Aboriginal people over the river. It could be a Dreamtime story with the Rainbow Serpent
on a projected screen with live actors. People would feel involved in the story. This bill will allow us the chance
to seize that opportunity in the future.
Culture and arts is more than just theatre. It includes outdoor theatre, flash mobs, screen and television and
increasingly, virtual reality. We need the capacity to be able to move with the times and be flexible—for example,
if there is a new art movement. We need the capacity to jump on it and engage with it, and use it to promote all
the things that we love about Western Australia and our arts and culture.
The recent interest in producing film and television here has been amazing. As the minister can attest, I have
championed this for a long time with the members for Belmont and Bunbury. I think that the poor minister is quite
sick and tired of hearing from us about it!
Ms C.M. Rowe: Sorry, not sorry!
Mrs J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI: Sorry, not sorry, minister! I am passionate about Western Australian stories being
told and about Western Australian creatives having work in their own home towns. The Furnace is an amazing film
and when it makes its theatrical debut, I suggest that every single Western Australian go to see it, not just because
it was made by a good friend of mine, but also because, as the minister knows, it is a fabulous story. It is a story
that lots of people in Western Australia do not even know forms part of our heritage. Without giving too much
away, the story is about the interactions between an Afghan cameleer and Aboriginal people—the Badimia people;
I am sorry I probably butchered that pronunciation—in the north of Western Australia. When I talk to people about
this film, I pose the question: why do we have feral camels in Western Australia or in Broome? Most people know
that we have feral camels but they have no idea why. It is because in the late 1890s, when we were looking to
move freight and trailblaze through Western Australia, cameleers from a range of countries—this film is about an
Afghan cameleer—were employed to come to Australia with their camels to trailblaze or beat the trails and move
freight. With the invention of steam engines, they were no longer required. What did they do? Some cameleers tried
to assimilate into “white” culture, which did not work very well. Some of them went home. Some of them
progressed their relationships with Aboriginal people in Western Australia. Reportedly, that is one of the reasons
some Aboriginal people in Western Australia have green eyes. This story is based around a particular cameleer
and his journey to find himself—probably the best way to put it. It is a beautiful story. The locations, Kalbarri and
Mt Magnet, are stunning, with beautiful gorges in our north. The film is shot beautifully and viewers go on an
amazing adventure.
However, there is more to the story. The process of shooting the film was an economic multiplier. I cannot remember
the exact number, but when we went to see the preview, I think we were told there were around 300 accommodation
nights in Mt Magnet. I have not been to Mt Magnet, but I cannot imagine the accommodation requirements for
a five-week shoot. The film shoot meant that local accommodation was used, as well as people eating at local restaurants
and hotels. There was even an article in The West Australian because one of the main actors, David Wenham, had
showed up at a shop. That proves when people are working on Western Australian films, there is an economic
multiplier effect. So much can be gained from producing film and television in Western Australia. Besides anything
else, it also diversifies our economy. If we have learnt anything from our boom and bust economy, it is that we
need to diversify so that we can inoculate ourselves a little bit from that cycle.
[Member’s time extended.]
Mrs J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI: I would also like to briefly touch on the skills of STEM versus STEAM. STEAM
stands for science, technology, engineering, arts and maths. The arts teach so many of the skills that employers are
looking for, including collaboration, teamwork, creative thinking, problem-solving and communication. We want to
instil those things in our children because they will need them when they get into the workforce. They can be taught
how to do maths and read scientific documents, but it is much harder to teach them teamwork, collaboration and
creative thinking. I think the arts steps perfectly into that space. Love of culture and the arts starts from a very young
age. I have spoken to teachers and parent bodies at primary schools who tell me that the demand to introduce the
arts into the curriculum is massive. The issues are about trying to find staff and spaces to do so. The arts can take
many forms including visual arts, multimedia, dance, drama or music. Any of them provide a great foundation for
our children’s further learning. In my electorate, there is a big focus on performing arts facilities. Warwick Senior
High School was very excited and thankful that it received $2 million to upgrade its performing arts facilities under
the McGowan government’s $5.5 billion economic recovery plan. Besides being one of the great things about
schools, the arts is also one of the things that attracts kids to staying in school and turning up every day. It is one of
the things kids enjoy and why they go to school. Greenwood College is campaigning, with my assistance, for a new
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gymnasium. People say, “That’s sport; it’s not art!” but the purpose is to move the current gymnasium to a new
site and redevelop it into a performing arts centre. Greenwood College has the most amazing dancers and cheerleaders
and they want a space that is appropriate for the professionalism that those kids show. I totally support their
campaign for a new gymnasium. In fact, I stood with them on the steps of Parliament House last week to present
a petition with 1 600 signatures from the school’s students, parent body and teachers.
Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm
Mrs J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI: I will attempt to be brief in my concluding remarks. During the dinner break, we had
some spirited conversation with the Leader of the National Party about the film I was talking about, The Furnace,
and it prompted my memory to put on record that The Furnace is the only Australian film to be selected to screen
at the Venice Film Festival, which finished on Saturday. A little Western Australian film represented the whole of
the Australian screen industry at one of the only international film festivals to be held this year.
Mr D.A. Templeman: It got a good review, too.
Mrs J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI: It got a fabulous review. It just goes to show the strength of the screen industry
here in Western Australia and the capacity we have in Western Australia to further strengthen it by supporting it
with infrastructure. I commend the Minister for Culture and the Arts for calling for submissions for new studio
infrastructure. It is something that the screening industry in Western Australia has been calling for for a very long
time. It will provide the base for sound stages, post-production, set building and costume design and will help
multiply the economic effect that I was talking about before when shooting these films. This is another aspect of
the screen industry in which we can provide real jobs on the ground in Western Australia, using Western Australian
creativity in costume design, hair and make-up—all those things needed for screen production whether it be for
movies or television.
Mr D.A. Templeman: “Templeman Studios”.
Mrs J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI: I am sure, minister—Templeman Studios. “Stojkovski Studios” has a good ring
also—just saying!
We want to provide that infrastructure here. I think this Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020, combined with that
commitment, shows how strongly the McGowan Labor government values arts in Western Australia.
When we broke for dinner, just before the bells rang, I was talking about the desire of high schools and primary
schools to have performing arts spaces. Warwick Senior High School has just received $2 million to upgrade its
performing arts space and Greenwood College is on a major campaign at the moment to build a new gymnasium.
One of the primary purposes of that is to refurbish the existing gymnasium into a performing arts centre. Currently
its performing arts, particularly dance, is conducted in a classroom. I have been to the classroom it is conducted in,
and there is a large metal pole in the middle of the room, which, as members can imagine, is not very conducive to
creating dance works. The space is not meant for dancing and it will be fabulous if this campaign is successful and
the school manages to get the money for the gym, so it can move all that dance, music and theatre into a refurbished
purpose-space in the existing gym.
Arts and culture, in my opinion, is what enriches and ties together our society. Arts and culture can document what
is going on; it can provoke conversation and thought; it can reflect; and it can teach. One of the best examples I know
of is a fabulous Australian play called The Shifting Heart. It is set, I think, in Melbourne and focuses on an Italian
family in the 1950s adjusting to life as an immigrant family. The lessons in this play resonate today in everything
we do. Every time there is a new influx of a particular culture into Australia we see Australians repeat the same
behaviour. Sometimes I wish that we would stop and reflect on what art can teach us. If we did, I hope that we would
not be doomed to make the same mistakes that can be seen in The Shifting Heart, which portrays an ethnic Italian
family in the 1950s of a diverse culture that had to deal with the social intricacies of trying to assimilate into a foreign
culture. However, I firmly believe that art and culture have the capacity to do all these things—to document. When
we look back at history, a lot of the time we look at it through film, photography or poetry to provoke good
conversation about what we are doing, why we are doing it and how we construct our social fabric. These things are
all moved along through art. It is not the only mechanism but it is certainly a very important one.
As other members have said, the Perth Theatre Trust is a very Perth-centric–focused trust, but this bill will create
the Arts and Culture Trust, which will have a much wider scope to allow for arts and culture around WA. I know
that this is really important, particularly in small towns. My mum runs the Jurien Bay Sport and Recreation Centre
in Jurien Bay, only two hours from WA.
Ms J.M. Freeman: From Perth.
Mrs J.M.C. STOJKOVSKI: From Perth, sorry.
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The centre is increasingly finding it difficult to engage certain parts of the community in arts and culture, so she
has made it one of her jobs to bring to Jurien Bay a lot of the different acts and performances so that the kids there
can get access to great arts and culture. Also adults will be able to see comedians or musicians that they would not
go down to Perth to see. I think it is really important for us to remember that WA is not so Perth focused. I think
this reinforces the fact that the McGowan government has a commitment to enable residents in regional and remote
communities to equitably access all aspects of society, whether it be for health reasons, education or the arts. Arts
are a lot more than just the fluffy stuff—which is what a lot of people think they are. There are some very strong,
driving reasons why we need art in our society. For these reasons I find particularly disturbing the federal government
Higher Education Contribution Scheme cuts proposed to the humanitarian degrees because without arts and
humanities degrees or arts and culture, what are we as a society? If all we are focused on is economics, what are we
are doing it for? We do it for enjoyment, for enjoying society and bonding with society. I think the federal government
is taking a very serious misstep in seeking to increase the cost of humanitarian degrees.
On that note, I will conclude my comments. I commend the bill to the house and look forward to the opening of the
“Templeman Screen Infrastructure studios”.
MS J.M. FREEMAN (Mirrabooka) [7.10 pm]: I, too, rise to speak on the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020. From
my reading of the bill, it ensures that the trust will reflect how arts and culture is currently operating. Historically,
Perth’s cultural centre was very much in the middle of Perth. As a young child, I remember when the Perth Cultural
Centre Precinct was established. Between 1975 or 1980, there was much fanfare when that area was being established
to create some buzz, because we wanted to be seen as more than having a “steak, mash and peas” culture. We wanted
to reflect what Western Australia actually was, which is, and always has been, a very multicultural community. We
wanted a centre that reflected the broad cultural diversity. I understand that the cultural centre started as an arts hub in
the centre of the city and that it later expanded to Albany and the goldfields. The Arts and Culture Trust Bill reflects that
with the renewed board, which will set the state’s arts and culture strategy, vision and purpose. The board also has the
capacity to go further than just the central CBD and out into the community. The nine members who will sit on the
board will have certain experience and qualifications. I hope that experience takes in the diverse needs of our community.
Arts and culture are very much part of keeping together the community and the community heritage of the electorate
of Mirrabooka, which I represent. Recently, I was at the thirtieth anniversary of St Andrew’s Grammar School,
which is a Greek language school. Greek dancing is an important aspect of its cultural and community heritage.
I see that in many ways in the many different communities that I represent. The students at St Andrew’s Grammar
School are well and truly second or third generation Australians. They identify very much with their Australian
heritage and as Western Australians, but from a Greek–Australian heritage perspective.
I ask those who decide on the appointment of the board members to ensure that it is culturally diverse as well as
gender diverse. Arts and culture absolutely needs to be inclusive and to enhance the opportunities that are available
to our communities throughout the suburbs. Last year, I was lucky enough to see Fully Sikh at the State Theatre
Centre. That show was a great representation of what it was like to grow up as a young Australian woman in the
suburbs in Western Australia, coming from a Sikh cultural and religious background. The production was about the
struggles that involved and about the ability to accept and weave that heritage into a rich identity, particularly for the
young woman who performed the play, but also for many other young people in our community. I see the importance
of culture and arts in schools such as Balga Senior High School. It uses the arts, and music in particular, to deliver
education. It has a really great ensemble called OLE—Only Love Exists. Many of those young people get a sense
of being together as a community. They come from a variety of cultural backgrounds from many parts of the world.
Most of them or their parents are refugees, with all the complexities that come with having a trauma-based history
as part of their life journey and having to find their feet and economic security to develop in Western Australian
society. Arts and culture, including music and dance, provide a strong sense of belonging and purpose, which is
important for how many of those young people will go forward with their lives.
I congratulate the Western Australian Museum in particular for naming the new Museum Boola Bardip. I understand
that its exhibitions will include Western Australia’s diverse cultural heritage, such as the Afghani or Sikh cameleers.
Many of us had an education that made us seem like a monoculture, whereas our community has always been
multicultural. It is really great that the museum has included that diversity.
I understand that this bill will enable the minister to declare parts of the state as a venue. Minister, please feel free
to come to Mirrabooka. We have some great cultural performances in the community. When Barber Shop Chronicles
came to Perth Festival, its members worked with some of the young people in Mirrabooka on acting and music.
Recently, Perth Festival also worked with community members in Mirrabooka. I was not able to attend any of
those performances, but they included not only the high arts, but also all types of arts for the community to enjoy
and participate in.
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I congratulate the State Library of Western Australia for its partnership with Total Green Recycling and Red Cross
and its interaction with refugee communities to provide laptops and other IT technology to help close the digital
technology gap. It is really important that the State Library sees its role in the broader sense of reaching out to all
parts of the community.
In this COVID period, Western Australia is now fortunate to be able to open many venues, and our day-to-day
lives are getting back to some sort of normality. Clearly, we still have restrictions. However, as the Premier pointed
out, we are not like New South Wales where people cannot go dancing.
Mr D.A. Templeman: I know how you love to dance.
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: I have been to a nightclub already, minister.
Mr D.A. Templeman: I remember you telling me how excited you were about going.
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: I was so excited. I went clubbing a couple of weeks after we opened up, although I stayed
away from the crowds. I was lucky—I did not have to stand in a long line because I got there early.
Ms M.J. Davies: I couldn’t think of anything worse than going clubbing!
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Really? You’ve got to come with me, Mia!
Ms M.J. Davies: I think I ran that out a few years ago.
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: You can never run out of clubbing.
I want to tell a story. On New Year’s Eve, I went to an event—I have forgotten the name of it. Some fantastic DJs
were playing who I really wanted to see. As we were walking towards the WACA, where this thing was on, I was
saying to my friend, who is older than I am and who also loves clubbing, “Wow! Look! We’re not going to be the
oldest people there.” Then all these older people turned into Gloucester Park and we turned into the WACA. Honestly,
the staff were younger than us! We had all these young people coming up to us and saying, “Can we get a selfie with
you?” because we were old.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Make sure you don’t overheat.
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: No.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Careful, you’ll start dancing soon.
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: No. A young man also came up to me and asked if he could get a selfie with me. I said yes,
but by this stage I had probably had selfies with about 10 different people. He said, “You know, I’m famous, and
you’ll be famous now.” I said, “Really? I’ve always wanted to be famous. Thanks for that.” I have no idea what ended
up happening there. It was hilarious! Sorry, I digress. I will have to seek an extension soon!
The other funny part of the story is that we went there thinking that we would be able to get ourselves a champagne
because it was New Year’s Eve. We went to the bar and found that there was no champagne and no wine; just these
mixed drinks in, like, ice. It was a night of no drinking for us, clearly.
Ms M.J. Davies: Those violently green premix drinks.
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Yes, but we did not have them.
I want to talk about the music industry and large events. I have spoken to the minister about this matter before. Large
events, with really big bands, are a love of mine. Many promoters, events managers and businesses associated with
large events have found it difficult to see football being played and IKEA full of customers, yet they are not able
to hold large events. I understand that there is a pandemic, but there should be some capacity to work through this.
I understand that the minister’s office has been talking with the Australian Live Music Business Council, whose
membership, I also note, includes about 72 businesses with about 2 500 employees and $74 million in turnover. They
deliver thousands of live music events to the Western Australian public every year. In their correspondence with
the minister and the Premier, they recognised and thanked the government for its strong leadership on COVID-19.
They clearly appreciate living in Western Australia, but they were one of the first industries to close. My son is
a musician, as the minister knows. When COVID-19 hit, he lost two weeks of work instantly and about $2 000 from
his income. It is really hard to deal in this space. I am not sure how we move forward, but I do know that the music
business council has sought guidance on gatherings and the parameters around features-based evaluation processes
and objectives that will allow the industry to deliver events in compliance with COVID restrictions. I also understand
that it has advocated for the appointment of a state emergency events officer, who would be a single point of
coordination—a port of call—so that events can take place. There also needs to be some understanding of how the
council could develop some sort of isolation or quarantine system that would allow eastern states’ acts to come to
Western Australia.
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The contemporary music sector is an important part of the small business sector. It creates really important economic,
employment and cultural activities. Only last week or the week before, I was at my son’s gig in a really small
venue in East Perth. It was great to be in a venue to watch a live performance. They are small and niche. Venues that
put on bigger events, such as the Fremantle Arts Centre, are also, frankly, an important part of the complex aspect
of arts and culture. They are cultural and iconic. Those venues are going to suffer if they are not able to deliver
important community events. It is really important for those organisations to have the capacity to earn revenue and
keep their venues operating.
[Member’s time extended.]
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: These venues are really important. I do not know whether the minister has had the opportunity
to go to Red Hill Auditorium, which is on the way to Gidgegannup. I always get lost in that part of the world. It is
a big venue where big world-class acts perform.
We can do that in our own communities. It is probably easier to comply with social distancing requirements at
outside venues, but we need to work with the industry, as we would work with any industry. It is not enough to
just say, “Well, we’re in a pandemic. There is nothing we can do.” We have been able to negotiate with other large
performance industries such as the AFL—the AFL is, in fact, just a performance act—and this sector and industry
also needs to be considered.
That brings me to the next point I want to raise: how do we see the arts and culture going forward? Many artists and
organisations are now performing on digital platforms because of COVID-19. I congratulate them for that; however,
they risk being exploited. On 4 June 2020, Caitlin Vincent, a lecturer in creative industries at the University of
Melbourne, summarised this issue in an article in The Conversation headed “Giving it away for free—why the
performing arts risks making the same mistake newspapers did”. We need a strong vision on how artists can access
digital technology, but not risk undermining their worth and the viability and capacity of venues to keep delivering
that art. The article states —
From a business perspective, financial viability is also of grave concern. Under social distancing guidelines,
performing arts venues will be limited to a fraction of their standard audience capacity.
The article states that the sector is reliant on box office sales to maintain the bottom line. It continues —
To survive, arts organisations must establish a monetised business strategy for online performances
and presentations.
I think this new trust has to play in that space. It has to consider how we protect our artists’ intellectual and performing
property and their own capacity. What we know—I have raised this about Fringe World Festival, and I am going
to talk about that in a moment—is that there are no real standardised rates for artist compensation for digital work.
Under the Rudd government, the Minister for Environment, Heritage and the Arts at that time, whose name has
just escaped me —
Mr D.A. Templeman: It was Peter Garrett.
Ms J.M. FREEMAN: Thank you; it was Peter Garrett. All I could think of was Midnight Oil! He did really
important foundational work on intellectual property for artists on the use of their music and artwork, enabling
them to gain commissions for their work. This is a vital area that we also need to consider. This The Conversation
article quotes the old saying, “The problem with working for exposure is you can die from exposure.” Certainly,
I have raised in this house before that the model for Fringe World—a model of exposure for artists—is fundamentally
flawed. I note that the new trust will have powers to manage all kinds of cultural venues and the ability to optimise
the potential of the assets it controls, including assets that are located near major commercial tourism hubs. I assume
that is the Perth Cultural Centre. I would implore the board of the trust to ensure that those powers are used in an
ethical manner and not in exploiting artists, because the new trust needs to grow the Western Australian industry.
We are seeing the sector being fragmented because of the current disputes around Fringe World. We now have the
Guerrilla Fest fringe because the established Fringe World model undermines the returns for artists. Basically, we
need to be clear that Fringe World has to be a service organisation facilitating a festival for which the artists and the
audience are the stakeholders, but for which the artists deserve the best return, not the not-for-profit organisation.
The use of the cultural centre by Fringe World should ensure this. I believe that the state government needs to be
part of the debate on this and the operation of it as it has a responsibility to the artists.
I do not know whether members are aware of a recent discussion in the Fringe World sector about a clause in the
contracts of artists and producers that restricts them from saying anything negative about sponsors. I understand
that it is not a new clause, but it has been highlighted. A line in the contract states —
If you have an objection to a FRINGE WORLD sponsor, we ask that you consider whether participation
in the Festival is the right platform for your presentation.
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That is arguably a new sentence in the clause. It is still not completely clear to me, but my understanding is that it
has been highlighted and brought forward in response to last year’s controversy regarding some of the artists’ activism
on climate change and views on fossil fuels. I think that is a really backward step for Fringe World. I think that shows
that Fringe World is not about allowing artists to be exposed and to deliver; Fringe World is more interested in how
it delivers and meets the concerns of its sponsors. I want to put that on the record. I recognise that Fringe World
has reminded us that WA produces fantastic, internationally recognised high-quality arts and artists. I have a problem
that it brings in overseas artists that then detract from those artists; that is going to be more difficult, I should think,
in 2021, so it will be interesting to see how Fringe World deals with that. But WA artists want recognition from
a festival that values their worth. What we have to consider—what has to be at the forefront of the consideration
of any cultural and arts festival in Western Australia—is that artists are worthy of equal pay to any other career
choice that they may make in Western Australia. They are entitled to be paid in the same manner as the cleaners
at Fringe World. It should not be on some sort of commission basis whereby 30 per cent of ticket sales are taken
away from them and they have to wait for a period before receiving payment. I have said this here before: as a good
unionist who believes that workers such as artists deserve the same recognition and pay as anyone else, I am really
challenged by this model. Therefore, I think that curated shows that take into account people’s wages and conditions
are very important.
I finish by saying I recently went to the launch of the Muslim Film Festival, which was a great festival, and from
that I went to see one of its films. I recognise and congratulate the people involved with that on their great work.
I think this is the festival’s second year. I got to announce the award for best drama. That was fun; I felt I could almost
be at the Oscars. They did not ask me to come in a gold number. Next time, maybe I should. It may not be completely
appropriate for a Muslim Film Festival in any event! I want to particularly recognise Suzie Worner, who is a director
of the Revelation Perth International Film Festival here in Western Australia, and her work as one of the judges.
Her capacity to work across the community in the area of celebrating film and the different offerings of film in our
community is particularly great. I always thank those small film operators such as Luna Palace Cinemas and others
that ensure that we see a vast range of films from various backgrounds and various movie production companies,
because I think that is important. I think that is one aspect of our arts and culture that is highly accessible by a broad
range of community members, and we need to consider that as well.
In finishing, I want to agree with the member for Mount Lawley that the Specialist Visual and Performing Arts
program at Mount Lawley Senior High School is an absolutely fantastic program and delivers great things to its
students, my son being one. I want to commend the member for raising it and giving it the accolade it needs, and
particularly the person who established it and the teachers who run it.
MS M.J. DAVIES (Central Wheatbelt — Leader of the Nationals WA) [7.40 pm]: I rise to talk about the arts,
in the context of the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020, which I think allows for a fair amount of broad discussion,
with a bit of latitude —
Mr D.A. Templeman: The arts is a broad church.
Ms M.J. DAVIES: It is a broad church, yes.
I did not want to miss this opportunity, because I want to say a few things from an electorate point of view, and also
as a supporter of the arts in my electorate. The power of the arts and culture sector is something that I have been
very supportive of since I was elected as a member of Parliament, and prior to that, in fact. Therefore, it is nice to
be able to talk about things like this.
I want to kick off my contribution by acknowledging something that has happened in the last couple of weeks.
That is that a Western Australian film, The Furnace, was selected to premiere at the Venice Film Festival, which
has just finished. The previous speaker and I spoke during the dinner break about how exciting it is that that
was the only Australian film to be accepted to the Venice Film Festival. The Furnace is the product of a young
Western Australian man called Roderick MacKay. I remember that over six years ago, Roderick came to this place
when the Liberal–National government was in power, sat in our Parliamentary National Party meeting room and
pitched his idea to Brendon Grylls and me. I think Hon Jacqui Boydell, as a member for the Mining and Pastoral
Region, may have been in the room as well. It has been wonderful to see that go from an idea six years ago to the
screen and to be not only acknowledged here in Western Australia—as I am sure it will be when it becomes available
to the public—but also chosen to premiere at the Venice Film Festival.
To give members some background, The Furnace is set in the 1890s gold rush period of Western Australia. It is
a ripping tale. It also brings in a raft of important stories about the different cultures that were meshed together at that
time. Those stories will be incredibly meaningful to all those different communities when they see them represented
in film. For a lot of reasons, those are important stories to be told, and they really have not been told until now.
I want to add my congratulations to Roderick and all the team that has been involved. I will not tell members the
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storyline. I had the privilege of seeing a screening of the film. It stars young Egyptian actor Ahmed Malek. It also
stars Erik Thomson, Baykali Ganambarr, Jay Ryan, David Wenham and Trevor Jamison, who have all been in
various art films that would be known to Australian filmgoers. The film is essentially the account of some Afghani
cameleers. “Afghani” is used in the broadest sense, because this is when the film starts to delve into issues around
prejudice, and generalisations. It is about the Persians, the Afghanis, the Turks, the Egyptians and the Indians,
alongside the Aboriginal community. The film is filmed with language. It is wonderful to see the relationship that
is depicted between the cameleers, and particularly the Aboriginal community, and also the harsh interaction
between the European community that had been infected with the gold rush and the greed that came with that period
of time. The film also highlights the role of the Chinese community. It is an important story, and it will touch many
different communities in Western Australia. It was filmed in Mt Magnet, and also in the Kalbarri gorges. It is
a beautiful showcase of our Western Australian landscape. I am no film critic, but, on my assessment, although
the film is quite brutal at times, it is also deeply spiritual. It is a really good story. It is exceptionally exciting that
the film went to the Venice Film Festival, and hopefully it will go from strength to strength.
Again, my sincere congratulations to Roderick MacKay for his passion and commitment, to the crew and the actors,
and to all the supporting industry that helped make that movie magic happen. Through this film I have gained
a greater understanding of how many people that industry supports and touches. We have some incredibly talented
people in Western Australia. We want to these stories to keep being told. It was wonderful to see that royalties for
regions played a role through the regional film fund, and also Screenwest and Screen Australia. There was also private
investment from individuals as well as major companies that helped make this happen.
For me, the importance of the arts in the context of that film is that we are able to tell stories and bring together
many different groups of people. Minister, I have just come from launching the Parliamentary Friends of Netball,
along with Hon Samantha Rowe.
Ms J.M. Freeman: Yay!
Ms M.J. DAVIES: That was fabulous. My congratulations to Hon Sam Rowe, because she approached me and said,
“I would really love to do this. Would you like to be involved?” As a previous Minister for Sport and Recreation,
I jumped at the chance. As sports minister, I spent a lot of time talking about sport; I had to talk about it all the
time. But one of my passions is culture and the arts. I am very excited about the Parliamentary Friends of Netball.
We have asked all our members to sign up, because there will be a scratch match. I am quite nervous about whether
we will get through that unscathed.
Mr D.A. Templeman: What position would I be?
Ms M.J. DAVIES: The minister is a bit of a niggler. I think he would be in there on the WA–WD, in and around
the edges. I think that is probably where he would fit.
I am passionate about the arts. As a regional member of Parliament, I have an enduring connection to sport, although
I think this is the case across the board; it is not regional versus metro. However, the arts and culture community
in my electorate is no less important, although it is probably less prominent. I am absolutely passionate about the arts.
I have many art societies in my electorate. Every two years, I host the Wheatbelt Arts Prize. It is one of those things
that supports wheatbelt artists. It has grown from strength to strength. I took that over from Hon Brendon Grylls
when he moved on from being the member for Central Wheatbelt. It has great support across the electorate. Our
government encouraged and supported significant investment in regional arts. We made a significant investment
through the country arts program, which touched things like performance art and music and upgrades to facilities.
I listened to the previous member speak about the importance of having venues to encourage people to engage
in the arts. There is a beautiful theatre in Merredin called the Cummins Theatre. It is very historic. It was originally
in Coolgardie. It was owned by the Cummins family, which owned both a brewery and the theatre. When the
Cummins Theatre in Coolgardie was packed up after the gold rush, they came to Merredin and set up the brewery,
and they brought the theatre with them brick by brick.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Did they really?
Ms M.J. DAVIES: Yes, they did.
Mr D.A. Templeman: I didn’t know that.
Ms M.J. DAVIES: When we came to government in 2008, it was in a serious state of disrepair. It was a passion
project for Hon Brendon Grylls, who was a friend of the Cummins Theatre. He had been trying to stitch together bits
of money to try to replace the carpet, and to stop the fly out the back from falling on the heads of visiting artists.
In fact, it got to the point that the theatre could not host any visiting acting troupes or shows because it was simply
unsafe. That theatre was the beneficiary of significant investment from royalties for regions. It is a jewel in the crown
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in enabling the community to bring in art and put on showcases. I know that just before COVID, the minister was
involved in the AC/DC production—what was it called?
Mr D.A. Templeman: Highway to Hell.
Ms M.J. DAVIES: Yes. AC/DC actually played at the Cummins Theatre.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Did it?
Ms M.J. DAVIES: It did. Tony Crook, who was at one point the federal member for O’Connor and grew up in
Merredin, tells me that he remembers as a little tacker standing in the wings at the Cummins Theatre watching
Bon Scott and AC/DC. That theatre hosted some amazing shows back then. It is truly magnificent.
Investment in those types of facilities is very important. We see them all around regional Western Australia. The
Cummins Theatre is at one end of the scale, and then we have the beautiful Red Earth Arts Precinct in Karratha,
which, again, was built as part of the Pilbara Cities initiative, supported by the City of Karratha and private sector
investment. It is just an amazing facility. It allows that community to attract shows and creates opportunities. Those
thinking about investing in projects like that might not even have a notion of what could be achieved. It is simply
spectacular. The Albany Entertainment Centre is similar. But the one factor that runs through them all is that they
are very expensive to run. The Nationals have always talked about how we can level the playing field. We have
magnificent facilities in Perth that are supported by state government, and although it is great that they are supported
through touring organisations and bringing people in, I think there is a real need to make sure that we look after
the continuing operational costs of those regional facilities, because it is beyond the scope of many local governments
that have inherited those facilities. In the case of the Cummins Theatre, which has been around forever, the Shire of
Merredin has had to look after that. Other newer facilities have had fewer problems, but equally struggle to get
operational funding to turn that over. When we look at how we support major arts facilities in the metropolitan
area, we need to think about how we might do the same in our regional centres to make sure that we can continue
to offer and support all the wonderful artists and to bring those shows to communities.
I want to briefly touch on how we ensure that we nurture future artists. I know that in my electorate there has been
an ongoing struggle to have appropriately funded and affordable art courses through Central TAFE. I subscribe to
the notion that having art courses available through TAFE is fundamentally important because it is an avenue to
get people back into education and connected to their community. There is evidence that many people use a general
arts course as a springboard that encourages them to take the next step into further education. I do not think art courses
are seen as a key job skills area; people do not pop out the other end with a job in the mines. The arts do not necessarily
have the same amount of support or attention within our TAFE system, yet it is incredibly important that we
continue to offer those courses. TAFE has to do more than offer key job skills and trade training centres. There should
be a holistic approach to make sure that we are looking after our whole community. From an ongoing education
perspective, we should never lose sight of re-engaging people in the workforce and simply nurturing that next creative
generation by providing affordable access to the people offering those courses, who in many cases are highly
qualified artist themselves.
I want to do a quick shout-out to Nigel Bird at West Australian Music. Nigel is incredibly passionate about supporting
country artists. He has been very successful in creating touring circuits so that we have artists from the metropolitan
area supporting bands and emerging artists from regional Western Australia. It is worthwhile for those artists to
spend time going around areas that normally might not have a music circuit. It is very sophisticated, or more mature,
in the south west of the state, but the wheatbelt touring circuit was really well received in my electorate, in particular.
I think we need to keep looking at and supporting those sorts of programs. The new artists, bands and creative
people were put with experienced sound engineers to not only give them experience, but also put their work in a more
professional setting. Nigel Bird does an amazing job and we were very pleased to be able to support WAM with
royalties for regions funding while we were in government. I would like to think that that is continuing, because
we need to do every little bit that we can, particularly for an industry that has been really hard hit by COVID.
On that note, I will give a shout-out to Hon Colin Holt. In the middle of the COVID lockdown, as the member
for South West region, Hon Colin Holt created a forum called Gigs from the Garage. Every Friday, he supported
a different artist from the south west. He set up a live feed and paid the artists to play for two hours. He promoted
it through the south west. It was a fantastic opportunity for those tragics who need to see live music all the time to
log on and see it, and it gave the artists the opportunity to perform, albeit in a slightly different way. Hon Colin Holt
has a real passion for and commitment to the arts sector and he created that forum. A number of different artists
played and people were Zooming in or tuning in from all over the state. It was a great experiment that lightened
a Friday afternoon in the middle of COVID lockdown when we were not sure whether we would ever be able to
go back to the pub to watch live music.
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I hope that the house can see that I have a real passion for the arts, music and human expression. We support artists
because they allow us to see the world from a different perspective. In very difficult times, but at any time, it is
important that we understand that and learn from people who might have a different interpretation of the world.
We should nurture, celebrate and encourage the sector, and we should fund it appropriately. Quite often, the arts
sector feels like it is a poor cousin.
[Member’s time extended.]
Ms M.J. DAVIES: I listened to the member for Mirrabooka talk about AFL being theatre. We see it as a show or
a production. Quite often, artists struggle to get into that realm to do something very similar, but maybe on a different
scale. I was very pleased with our commitment to the arts while we were in government. As a local member of
Parliament, I have maintained an interest in supporting my local arts groups and making sure that we celebrate the
people who bring some joy and creativity to our community.
Coming back to the bill, obviously, the Nationals are supporting the bill. From our perspective, anything that we can
do to support and create opportunities for artists, culture and the arts to flourish in Western Australia is something
that we should all support.
MR C.J. TALLENTIRE (Thornlie — Parliamentary Secretary) [7.56 pm]: I commend the minister for bringing
the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020 to the house. It is wonderful that our arts community is being respected and
emboldened by a minister whose legislation will give us a new and modern Perth Theatre Trust that will enable us
to take our performing arts, and so many facets of our arts community, to another level.
Various theatre productions I have seen in recent times have stayed with me and impacted on my life. Thinking back
to my younger days, in the 1970s, one of the first professionally produced plays that I saw would have been an
Edgar Metcalfe production at the Playhouse Theatre. I am not sure whether Edgar Metcalfe was involved in it —
Mrs M.H. Roberts: You must’ve been just a boy at Trinity.
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: At the time, I was a very young fellow at Trinity. We would have been allowed to go
up the road to the Playhouse. It was a wonderful production of Ray Lawler’s Summer of the Seventeenth Doll. The
play explores the issue of ageing, and even as a youngster, I was maybe 17 or 18 or so years at the time, I realised
that time goes by. The story is about Roo who suddenly realises that age is catching up with him and he is no longer
the gun cane cutter in the cane fields and that other people are faster than him. That is the reality of life. The richness
of what theatre can tell you, the experience it leaves with you and the outlook that it delivers to you is just amazing.
In recent times I have seen some of the great names. Years ago, I got the chance to see Glenda Jackson perform, I think
at the Old Vic. Of course, it was a stellar performance. Recently, in Perth we had David Suchet come and perform
in the play The Last Confession, which is the story of Pope John Paul I, who the play tells us was assassinated because
he had too liberal a view. He was too much of a progressive, and the conservative ranks of the Vatican just rallied around
and saw his demise. It was a fascinating tale, with an amazing performance by one of the big names, David Suchet.
We see on our TV wonderful local productions such as The Heights. It is great to be able to watch a show on
television, a real quality production, and recognise bits of Perth interestingly mixed together, so we think we are in
Vic Park and then we realise we might be in the City of Vincent. It is fascinating and deals with such contemporary
issues. It is a real delight.
I turn to some of our literary feats. We obviously have great talent with people such as Randolph Stow and
The Merry-Go-Round in the Sea, a story he tells about the damage caused by the war experience. I think of
a contemporary Western Australian author such as Josephine Wilson and her book Extinctions. The member for
Mirrabooka recommended it to me, and it is in our library. Again, it deals with the theme of ageing and the idea
of extinction of chapters of our life. I think that is what Josephine Wilson intended: chapters of our life become
extinct. Reading that book, I was struck by the idea that potentially it would make a brilliant theatre production.
There is an opportunity there.
This is exciting and enlightening. Normally, when we go home and switch on the TV and tune in to the ABC, there
is a succession of Brit cop shows of varying ability, whether it is Vera or Shetland or something like that, but it is
not really about us. It is not really our story.
I really want to tell the minister about a play that I think is of particular relevance to a historical moment that we
can celebrate as an anniversary next year; that is, it will be 100 years since Edith Cowan was elected to this
Parliament. She was elected to this Parliament on 12 March 1921. The story of Edith Cowan is remarkable. She
was not really on the same side of politics as me, although when we project back 100 years, it is very hard and it
is quite confusing to know where people might be situated. The play, and the screenplay, was written by a friend
of mine and one of our very talented playwrights, Trevor Todd. It is a brilliant piece of writing. I was lucky enough
to see Trevor give what was described as a presentation to the Royal Historical Society in Nedlands. It was
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a presentation, but I would actually describe it as a performance. Trevor’s presentation was based on his screenplay,
and his theatre piece, about Edith Cowan. It was based on the biography written by Edith’s grandson Peter Cowan,
A Unique Position. Trevor has developed this screenplay and has called it With Fire in Her Heart. I think a production
of With Fire in Her Heart would be a tremendous way for us to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the first woman
being elected into Parliament in Australia. It is very relevant. To think that Edith Cowan stood in this very space.
The way she was heckled by other members was absolutely striking. Trevor has been good enough to copy across to
me some moments from the play. We can imagine the drama. Members were watching this woman come in. The
100-year anniversary of her first speech in this place, right here, will be in July 2021, so when the new Parliament
resumes, we will be able to celebrate that moment. This play does a brilliant job of it. One act starts off with Edith
being jeered along, in many ways. Words are spoken under people’s breath. They say —
Edith know your place
Edith know your place …
Edith …
Know your …
Place.
Then, she is speaking and she says —
If we have much more of our time wasted I shall feel inclined to get up and say, as was said by an influential
public man many years ago, ‘For goodness sake, gentlemen, cease wasting time like this; let us get on
with the work of the country!’
To that there was a ripple of consternation, and Mitchell, the Premier at the time, was peeved, and the Speaker said,
“Order! Order!” He then said —
The honourable member for West Perth. Pray continue.
Acting Speaker, you might use that phraseology in the future—“Pray continue, member”! Edith then says —
Thank you, Mr Speaker. The Women’s Legal Status Bill will put women on a reasonably fair footing in
point of holding offices and positions now closed to them. This bill will give women the right of entry to
the legal profession.
Angwin, another member of the time, says —
The best thing that they can do is to try and seek more marriages so as to secure in that way an increase
in population!
That was the sort of constant denigration that our first woman member of Parliament was confronted with. Edith Cowan
led an amazing life. Some members will be aware of a tragedy in her very early life. She was born on a station
inland from Geraldton and sent to school in Guildford. I think as a seven-year-old she was in her classroom in
Guildford, and there was a knock at the door. A policeman came in and asked whether he could please see
Edith Brown. The news for Edith Brown was that her father, who had remarried after the death of Edith’s mother—
I think she died in childbirth—had murdered Edith’s stepmother. That is the sort of tragedy that was in her life as
a youngster, and she had to deal with that, yet, despite everything, she was able to make a major contribution to
public life in this nation, to be in this place and work on many different committees. She was one of those people.
We know many members of this fashion who are involved in lots and lots of different things. Edith Cowan was
definitely of that nature, too.
Mr D.A. Templeman: What was the name of that play?
Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: The play is called With Fire in Her Heart. Interestingly, I understand it was presented
to Edith Cowan University. We would have thought that it would want to embrace this. There is Edith Cowan House
in Joondalup, I believe. The university has not really been enthusiastic about taking on this play. I think it could be
a remarkable production for us to commemorate this incredible life. Just as an amusing anecdote, and Trevor Todd
gets this point across in his play, Edith Cowan’s husband, James, was doorknocking around West Perth, just a couple
of kilometres away from here. A crusty rival of Edith’s was there to receive the doorknock from James Cowan,
doorknocking on behalf of his wife, and this woman said to him, “I hear that Mrs Cowan’s children are grossly
neglected and they are completely forgotten about.” James Cowan just quietly said, “Well, actually, madam, I think
the youngest is about 30 years old”, and the woman just said, “Well, well, well.” The woman went on to say,
“Oh, but I hear that poor Mr Cowan is absolutely heartbroken, just left to his own devices and completely lost.”
James Cowan just said, “Actually, I hear he is very much engaged in his wife’s campaign.” It is interesting how
these things stay with us. The dedication Edith Cowan put in is an inspiration to all of us.
Mrs M.H. Roberts: That is right. We are looking forward to celebrating the 100th anniversary next year.
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Mr C.J. TALLENTIRE: It is next year. She was elected in 1921, so it will be in 2021. Of course, there have been
other great women elected to this Parliament. Indeed, we are surrounded by them. May Holman was another one.
We really have great fortune to have such inspiration.
These stories can be told, and of course we tend to think of television as a means of conveying the message, but
I think so often the theatre can be a really brilliant way of doing it as well, and that is what I think this Arts and
Culture Trust Bill 2020 can do. It can ensure that we are really scanning the horizon to find what is coming up, to
see what is potentially going to be of great value to our community and not just be won over by those big name acts
that I talked about earlier, the David Suchets and other people, fabulous as it is to see them when they come to Perth.
It will be of great value to also have an arts and culture sector that really embraces our own story, tells it and helps
Western Australians connect with it as richly and as thoroughly as possible. I commend the bill to the house and
again thank the minister for his work.
MR I.C. BLAYNEY (Geraldton) [8.10 pm]: I do not want to speak for very long on the Arts and Culture Trust
Bill 2020, but as the Nationals WA spokesman for regional cities, I want to talk about the aspiration of the regional
cities. During meetings with the Regional Capitals Alliance Western Australia, one of the issues it touched on is
the level of service or standard facility that it thinks each of the members of the Regional Capitals Alliance aspire
to. The cities that the Nationals have in our group, what we call the “regional capitals”, are slightly different from the
ones that are within the Regional Capitals Alliance. The ones that we call the regional cities that I am spokesman
for are Broome, Port Hedland, Karratha, Geraldton, Bunbury, Busselton, Northam, Kalgoorlie, Albany, Esperance
and Kununurra. A few of those are obviously not cities, because I think to be a city in Western Australia it has to
have 20 000 people for three years, does it not?
Mr D.A. Templeman: Yes.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: Yes, and so there are obviously a few that fall a bit short, but we grade them up, if you like,
when we see that one of the largish towns has the potential to grow. Northam, for example, has the potential to be
a reasonably sized regional city if we wanted to grow it, whereas it will take ones like Kununurra and Esperance
a long time to be a regional city, but they occupy a significant space in Western Australia. Their influence goes
a long way. Kalgoorlie is like that, of course, but it qualifies as a city.
I will speak briefly about my home town of Geraldton, where we have a thriving arts scene.
Mr D.A. Templeman: I am very impressed by Euphorium.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: The event in February; that is interesting. I had not thought of mentioning that. Of course,
that is one of the many things that I sponsor.
We have a very good art gallery, and I want to acknowledge one of my predecessors, Hon Jeff Carr, who was the
member for Geraldton for 17 or 18 years.
Mrs M.H. Roberts: He was a very fine member.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: I am sure he was. He was Minister for Police in the Labor Party.
Mrs M.H. Roberts: That is right, amongst other things. He was also Minister for Local Government at one point.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: Yes, and he is still a very respected member of the community. The current building was
the town hall and the council decided that the site would make a very good car park and decided to demolish the
town hall. It was Jeff Carr, I think when Mr Burke was the Premier, who found the funds to convert the town hall
into the Geraldton Regional Art Gallery. It is a very good art gallery. It is a class A art gallery, which means it
can have national exhibitions. It has a very advanced air-conditioning system, so the humidity and temperature is
very good.
Mr D.A. Templeman: You could even hang some of your etchings there, if necessary.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: Me?
Mr D.A. Templeman: Well, you could. I have heard about your etchings.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: Etchings?
Mr D.A. Templeman: I have heard that you have a very impressive array of etchings. It must be a very fine collection.
Several members interjected.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: He seems to know more about it than me!
Mr D.A. Templeman: It must be a very private collection.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: Yes, something like that.
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Mrs M.H. Roberts: Unlike the member for Mandurah’s etchings. They are completely public.
Mr I.C. BLAYNEY: No, he wants a gold statue.
There are two components to the theatre: its capital and its operating. We have once again a very fine theatre in
Geraldton, which was built in the 1980s, but funding the operating is always difficult. We also have a range of more
community-based organisations that do not require big venues or large amounts of money to operate. I acknowledge
the no longer in existence Arts and Cultural Development Council art group and the still operating Theatre 8 group.
They are both fantastic—well, one was a fantastic community organisation. Another useful thing, which does not
seem to happen as much now as it has in the past, was when we would get acts from the Perth Festival. We certainly
had some in Geraldton in the past, and a program was set up so that quite a few of the larger regional communities
would get things that were brought over for the Perth Festival. That was a relatively cheap way to bring some quite
high profile and quality things to the regions. I acknowledge Rio Tinto, which does some work in this area and
helps with visits to the country.
We have a significant art prize in Geraldton every two years. I sponsor, of all things, the people’s choice prize,
which is quite appropriate for a democratically elected member of Parliament; we have some art house–type films,
which is quite good; and the TAFE college runs an art course that is quite popular. The smaller the community,
the harder it is to acquire a mass of people, but it is surprising that wherever one goes, there seems to be artists of
one type or another, and they are a valuable part of our community. At times, we will get visits from performers such
as the West Australian Symphony Orchestra. It was the first act, if I can call a symphony orchestra an act, when
we opened the Queens Park Theatre in Geraldton in the 1980s.
That is my little contribution. The Leader of the Nationals WA, the member for Central Wheatbelt, spoke about
these things and about the difficulties of funding them and operating them, and how important they are to the fabric
of a community. It is just another aspect of a place that makes a big difference.
MS L.L. BAKER (Maylands — Deputy Speaker) [8.17 pm]: Far be it from me to miss an opportunity to stand
up and give members some of my personal experience of being on stage.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Do you know who you most remind me of?
Ms L.L. BAKER: Who?
Mr D.A. Templeman: Dame Judi Dench.
Ms L.L. BAKER: Really?
Mr D.A. Templeman: Yes!
Ms L.L. BAKER: Wow. I am impressed, thank you. That is totally unwarranted, I might say.
I want to start by trying to think of the most amusing story I could remember of theatre and performing arts, and
what came to mind was a dear friend of mine telling me about her very first, probably her one and only, experience
of being on stage. I think she must have been about seven years old and it was a school concert. It was a while ago,
in the eastern states. Her mother had knitted her a full-body playsuit. I do not know whether the minister has worn
wool close to his body all over, but it tends to itch a bit.
Mr D.A. Templeman: It tends to chafe.
Ms L.L. BAKER: Yes. She told me the story about her debut performance in the school concert whereby she had
a song to sing. She is not the most extroverted person; in fact, it is safe to say she is an extraordinary introvert. There
she was, standing on the stage in New South Wales, quivering with terror and she was so frightened that she had
a little accident.
Mr D.A. Templeman: Wool tends to help!
Ms L.L. BAKER: Yes, you can imagine the combination of bright lights; a full-body, hand-knitted woollen jumpsuit;
and a little puddle on the ground, to which the principal of the school rushed up behind with a towel and pushed it
around the floor trying not to be noticed! She was sitting there pulling at this woollen suit and was very, very
uncomfortable. She got through the song but that finished her performing career. It was a brief but illustrious one;
and a little bit itchy, so I am told!
I have no story to match that. I will move right along by telling members that John Forrest Secondary College has
been the recipient of —
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Ms L.L. BAKER: No, not her knitwear!
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John Forrest Secondary College is finally—thank you to the McGowan government—getting a performing arts
centre. We are spending an awful lot of money—well over $50 million—to renovate and completely revolutionise
that school. It is one of the oldest schools in the state, and it will now have a performing arts centre. To underline
how important that is, when I first visited the school and was shown the gymnasium—as with all schools, it smelt
of adolescent athletes rather than the kind of place you would go to listen to a play or whatever else; lots of sweaty
socks and things—I saw that it was very old. John Forrest Secondary College has a performing arts focus. The
students had to carry the instruments down the back of the gymnasium from the mezzanine floor. I do not know
whether members have ever seen the size of a double bass and a drum set; they were in absolute terror of breaking
their necks carrying this equipment up and down those stairs. To say that the performing arts centre is long overdue
is an understatement and I am extremely proud to say that John Forrest Secondary College is going ahead in leaps
and bounds. That redevelopment work has started.
Moving right into the centre of Maylands, yesterday I was at the community gardens at the back of Roxy Lane.
To my surprise, they picked bunches of celery and carrots from the community garden for me, for which I was
appreciative—not as much as my horses appreciated the carrots when I took them home!—and took me into the
centre that the community garden is behind. It used to be a seniors centre and it has been let to a fantastic theatre
group. The thing I love about my job so much is the constant occurrence of new groups that find support from
members of the community, particularly during COVID, when it has been quite difficult to forge new relationships
outside home, because no-one has been going particularly anywhere. To see this new centre in Maylands, the
Roxy Lane Theatre, was just fantastic. The theatre group is called ArenaArts. It started performing in the
Maylands Autumn Centre in 2018. That is when it was renamed the Roxy Lane Theatre, which kind of “rox”! It does
rock and roll, I tell you; it is a fantastic group. The group started in 1988, and back then, it was based in my dear
friend the member for Belmont’s electorate. It came to Maylands in 2018. It is a professional co-op show and has
community theatre and theatre for schools; all sorts of different productions. Jim Chantry, who is a Bayswater resident
and also the secretary of the Roxy Lane Theatre, said that the group had put in several hard years of work to find
a home. What has been done with that little area is just extraordinary and it is now this really intimate little theatre.
Their production at the moment is called Bombshells, which started earlier this month. The theatre can fit 40 people
and, when it is at full capacity, it will fit 100. We are not talking about any threat to Perth Theatre Company! It is
a great local community theatre. I am very proud that it has found its way into the electorate of Maylands. It is doing
so well, with such a good group of people behind it.
Across the road, radically more professional and upmarket, is the West Australian Youth Jazz Orchestra. I was very
proud to take the minister along to visit the orchestra in one of his first roles as the Minister for Culture and the Arts.
I took him into the basement to listen to a small performance. WAYJO is doing really well. Following the COVID
restrictions, it had to cancel all of its concert series, but on 1 June, it announced that instrumental rehearsals were
going to begin, keeping the ensemble numbers within safe limits. On 29 June, the staff returned in a staged process.
On 20 July, all WAYJO staff returned to normal office hours and the band started full rehearsals. In August, a series
of shows were announced called Live @ Lyric’s Underground. Lyric Lane is a new venue on Guildford Road in my
electorate. It is a fantastic development with an upstairs bar and restaurant; all sorts of fantastic options—nice wines
and the like—and a live venue area in the basement. Michiel de Ruyter and his son, who constructed Lyric Lane,
are very passionate about live music and were very distressed about the reduction in the number of live venues in
any metropolitan area these days, so they built one! Lo and behold, it is fantastic. WAYJO is performing, in the
basement at Lyric’s Underground, a series of jazz concerts followed by a jam session on the first Sunday of the month,
starting this month. The session will feature a guest act on stage at 7.00 pm and a jam session from the band. It has
concert music; all sorts of fantastic jazz music. It is a really great opportunity to see WA’s youth come together and
perform some remarkable music. Ricki Malet, musical director of WAYJO Minter Ellison Monday Night Orchestra—
that is the full title of that particular performance—is thrilled to have the band out and the opportunity to debut
before full audiences. According to the website, he said —
“It’s so great that we could salvage some performances out of the year. The band have worked really hard
over lockdown and since rehearsals started back at the end of July. We’re really excited to be able to
showcase them at this amazing venue.”
They are two really fantastic groups in my electorate. Of course, I cannot possibly stand here and talk about the arts
and this wonderful opportunity we have in WA without mentioning the West Australian Ballet company. I have
not been to see West Australian Ballet for a while. It used to invite me down to rehearsals. I got so intimated by the
amazing athleticism of ballet dancers rehearsing in their tights that I could not bring myself to go down on a regular
basis! They really are remarkable athletes and they are beautiful performers.
Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Ms L.L. BAKER: Yes, I think so.
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Mr D.A. Templeman interjected.
Ms L.L. BAKER: Yes, The Adventures of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie. I am very proud. There was a lot of federal
money at one time, I think under former Minister for Defence and federal member for Perth, Stephen Smith. He
managed to make quite a helpful contribution to get that underway. I think also the former Liberal government,
under Colin Barnett, helped put the WA Ballet company into that venue. The Royal WA Institute for the Blind used
to be there on Guildford Road years ago. The WA Ballet company has done amazing things with the building. It
is now an architecturally stunning building and the interior is gorgeous. I am very proud to have such an innovative
and professional group in my electorate.
Before I sit down, I should also mention some of the place activation activities that also feature the arts and music
and the like in my electorate. I am sure we all have examples of good place activation groups in our electorates.
For me, LACE—Local Arts and Community Events—which runs the Maylands Street Festival, is particularly
professional and innovative. It runs an amazing festival every second year. The streets at both ends of Maylands
are closed off, at Eighth Avenue between Guildford Road and the railway line. There are performances and all sorts
of community activities. It is a really great day. At the other end of my electorate is the Bayswater station redevelopment.
Metronet has been doing amazing work with some community groups. I should mention the Baysie Rollers, who,
for those of us who are old enough to know what that refers to, are a fantastic community group that specifically
runs community activation in the streets, parklets and shops in the Bayswater area. Metronet is keen to work with
the Baysie Rollers to see those activities continue through the station development, which is going to be several
years long.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: When you first mentioned Baysie Rollers, I thought you were going to refer to a pop
group of your youth. I am so glad you didn’t!
Ms L.L. BAKER: I could probably sing the member a few lines.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: No, no!
Ms L.L. BAKER: I will not, member for Hillarys.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: That is something that should stay well archived.
Ms L.L. BAKER: I should enunciate better. It is the Baysie Rollers, as in the abbreviation for Bayswater; not the
Bay City Rollers.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: I thought it was your generation anyway.
Ms L.L. BAKER: I would have worn tartan had I been serious about that, member!
The Baysie Rollers run the Baysie Arts and Street Fest in the main street of Bayswater, and I hope that that continues.
I really urge the government to make sure that Baysie Rollers are resourced throughout the next few years to do
that work, because they have some really remarkable activities.
That is probably all I have time to refer to at the moment. It has been a great opportunity to feature some wonderful
cultural activities in my electorate. I wish I could have talked about this for another two hours. It is a fantastic
opportunity. I wish this bill the very best. It is a fantastic innovation and congratulations, minister.
MR D.A. TEMPLEMAN (Mandurah — Minister for Culture and the Arts) [8.30 pm] — in reply: Thank you,
Acting Speaker. It is good to join you tonight as we debate a very important bill. Can I say first of all that I think
the arts sector in Western Australia will be very pleased to know—I mean this seriously—that tonight we have had
a chance to do some something that we rarely get a chance to do in this place; that is, debate the importance of the
arts to our Western Australian story and our Western Australian community. We have had that chance tonight. It
is very pleasing that so many members took the opportunity to use the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020 as a means
of demonstrating their strong support for the sector, and to underpin and underline the importance of the sector to
the unique Western Australian story. I thank members from all sides of the house for doing that.
I also acknowledge and thank, because we may not need them tonight—I understand we will not be going into
consideration in detail—four people in the Speaker’s gallery who have been enjoying the experience. They will
probably give me a review of the performances at some stage in the future. I acknowledge Mr Luke Stevens from the
Department of Culture and the Arts, Ms Margaret Butcher from the Perth Theatre Trust, Mr Glenn Hall from the
Perth Theatre Trust, and also my senior adviser from the Department of Culture and the Arts, Caroline O’Neill.
I want to briefly run through and acknowledge the contributions of members. First of all, let me just say that, as
with many arts endeavours, a lot of members wandered from the script of the bill itself. However, I am pleased that
the Presiding Officers allowed that to happen, because it gave members of the government and opposition parties
an opportunity to highlight the importance of the arts.
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I appreciate the support of the Liberal Party and the Nationals WA. I thank the lead speaker, the member for Hillarys,
for his support of the bill. He highlighted a range of issues, including the fact that this bill will ultimately replace a bill
that is no longer fit for purpose. The member highlighted that the cultural landscape throughout Western Australia is
very exciting and important. His assessment of the bill was that it will create a much more flexible, fit-for-purpose
and effective entity—the Arts and Culture Trust. I thank the member for Hillarys for his contribution.
The member for Warren–Blackwood spoke about the importance of performing arts infrastructure in regional
Western Australia in particular. He also mentioned the importance of valuing our artists no matter where they may live
in Western Australia. He also highlighted, of course, that we in Western Australia are very lucky to have throughout all
our communities—be they regional or metropolitan—a vast array of people who are passionate about their craft and
skill and who want to share that with the communities in which they live and work. That is a very important thing.
A number of members highlighted the importance of our culture and arts landscape in the context of the big challenge
that faces Western Australian and Australians in the COVID-19 experience. Indeed, I have said many times and in many
places, and it has been shared by others, that as we respond and move through this recovery phase and, indeed, recover
from the COVID-19 experience, and prepare, unfortunately, for similar such experiences in the future, it will be the
arts and culture landscape that will assist and ensure not only our mental health and wellbeing and healing, but also our
capacity and opportunity to share in those experiences and to tell those stories. The arts do that so well in all genres,
even in writing. Western Australia has many gifted writers and has a wonderful writing history. Our current and past
performing arts practitioners are renowned throughout the world for their skill and their tremendous attributes as
performing artists. Our dancers, be they in ballet or contemporary dance companies, also match the best in the world.
A number of members highlighted tonight the tremendous excitement in the Western Australian screen industry at
the moment, as it takes advantage of our isolation and government investment initiatives such as the Western Australian
Regional Film Fund, which ensures that films such as the one mentioned tonight—The Furnace—which premiered
as the only Australian film in the Venice International Film Festival in the last week, are made. Many other films that
have been made in regional Western Australia have taken advantage of funding through Lotterywest, Screenwest
and, of course, the Western Australian Regional Film Fund. A number of members highlighted some very successful
productions, many of which were filmed in the regions. Of course, they showcase the beautiful parts of
Western Australia, be they Dirt Music, which was filmed in the Kimberley and featured Lombadina and Esperance,
where filming also took place; Breath, of course, another movie filmed in WA, which was set in the great southern;
H is Happiness, which was filmed in Albany; and Rams, which was also filmed in the great southern. These films
were made in regional Western Australia because of the investment from the WA government and, indeed, the
Western Australian Regional Film Fund.
I was very pleased to hear that the National Party also supports this legislation. I appreciate that. The member for
Perth talked about the challenges we face to ensure that we get audiences back into our venues, places and spaces,
and performing areas post-COVID, and the need to continue to promote the City of Perth as an important part of
that arts and culture landscape. He spoke very passionately about the importance of the Perth Cultural Centre.
I appreciate the member for Perth’s efforts as chair of the task force that has been charged with overseeing how
we integrate those wonderful iconic elements of the Perth Cultural Centre, including, of course, the magnificent
new Western Australian Museum, or Boola Bardip, which, of course, means “many stories”. The new Museum will
be spectacular when it opens on my birthday on 21 November. Western Australians will be proud when they have
an opportunity to see what has been created by the new Museum project. That will be part of the centrepiece of
the Perth Cultural Centre, along with the government’s commitment to activate the roof space on the Art Gallery
of Western Australia. I pay tribute to Colin Walker, his team and Janet Holmes à Court, as board chair of the
Art Gallery of Western Australia, who are very much focused on making sure that the gallery will focus on sharing
Western Australian artists’ stories. We have a significant state collection, but only seven per cent of it is on display.
Our state collection is remarkable, and we want to see more of it and more Western Australian artists celebrated
in our Art Gallery of Western Australia. Mr Walker and the chair, Janet Holmes à Court, are very much committed
to that. In December this year, we will be able to open the rooftop, which will be an activated space in the
Perth Cultural Centre and will add to the vibrancy of that wonderful asset. The state Heath Ledger Theatre is part
of that precinct and is home to a number of our performing arts companies, including the Black Swan State Theatre
Company and our wonderful Western Australian children’s theatre, Barking Gecko Theatre.
I highlight my disappointment with the federal government’s decision—this has been aired by a couple of members
tonight—to downgrade the humanities and the arts in the university sector by increasing the fees. I think that will
mean that many Western Australians, and Australians, who aspire to study humanities and the arts will not have
that opportunity. That is very, very sad. Coupled with that decision are other recent decisions by the federal
government. I have written to the federal minister about the erosion of support for children and young people’s theatre
in Australia. Unfortunately, Barking Gecko Theatre, which is a remarkable theatre entity in Western Australia, did
not receive funding from the federal government. That is very sad, because if we are to build an audience and pave
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the way for the passion and love of the beauty of live performance, particularly live theatre, it must be done from
a very young age.
The member for Kingsley highlighted very clearly the importance and connection of theatre and the arts more
broadly to our educational institutions. When children are exposed to quality live arts performances in all of its genres
at a young age, we excite them. I think we have a great opportunity to capture their excitement and imagination
for the rest of their lives, which can only be good. Countless examples of research show how important and effective
exposure to high-quality art experiences in all its forms can have on the mental health, growth and development,
and academic achievements of young people. There is time now, particularly as we face the challenge of COVID
in our nation, to return to and look very closely at the role the arts play and the even greater role that they can play
in the education of our children. I firmly and strongly believe that, although I am a bit biased because I am a former
drama teacher. It is important for people to understand that the arts are not necessarily to be seen as a standalone
or an isolated element of education; they are an opportunity for learning across a range of spectrums. We know
that the jobs of the future will require a greater emphasis on the creative aspects of the humanity of human beings.
Which genre does that best and has that at its very heart? It is the arts and cultural genre that does that so well. If
we look at how we will continue to improve literacy levels in children and young people, we need only look at the
beauty and effectiveness of high-quality literature, production and presentation. We look to our Australian and
Western Australian writers, and we look to create opportunities for people and children to communicate. How can
we do that? It can be done through the storytelling that comes from the arts in all its genres, be it dance, visual
arts, drama, the circus or whatever. It ignites the passion and the love of arts in children. If ever an investment is
required, that is where it would have a great opportunity and a great pay-off.
I am pleased about the passion of members tonight. I was very impressed with the member for Belmont, who
highlighted her brief but, it seems, lost opportunities when she was in the Macedon players, or whatever it was.
She got up on stage and was involved in that. The member for Mount Lawley is a strident supporter of the arts in
Western Australia, particularly in his electorate, which houses many creatives. The member highlighted the specialist
visual and performing arts program at Mount Lawley Senior High School. It was impressive to hear that that program
has been operating out of Mount Lawley Senior High School for over 30 years. It has given many young people an
opportunity to explore and share their creative endeavours and tour the world, which is tremendous. The member
for Mount Lawley also has a number of other important cultural assets in his electorate. Often it is only in debates
such as this that we, as members of Parliament, learn more about each other. One of the sad things is that we can
be here for 20 years—I have been—and not find out things about members until opportunities like this or until
members leave or, even worse, we have a condolence motion for them in years to come. I was very pleased to hear
the member for Kingsley’s passionate comments about the screen industry. I think she is a little modest about her
theatrical and performance skills. I know that she has appeared in a film because she told me that last week or the
week before. Was it a film?
Mrs J.M.C. Stojkovski: It was film and TV shows.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: The member for Kingsley has appeared on screen. She talked about the opportunities
the arts give and create for people from all backgrounds. The theatre and performing arts are a great leveller. It does
not matter how much wealth a person has, or lack of it; creativity occurs across all demographics and backgrounds.
The member for Mirrabooka highlighted the incredible importance of our multicultural communities and the
tremendous richness that they bring to our Western Australian story. A lot of that is through their creative and artistic
endeavours, which, as we know, our multicultural communities are keen to share with us all. I thank the member
for Kingsley; I was so pleased that she shared with us her knowledge of the screen industry and its importance.
The member for Mirrabooka and I have had some very good debates, but she is very passionate about the arts and
the importance of the arts. She issued a warning, and it is a timely one, on the digital issue, which I think is important.
Of course, we have found during the COVID pandemic that a lot of our creatives, if you like, committed to a digital
presence. The member for Mirrabooka referred to an article in her contribution and challenged the new trust entity
to be very cognisant of the issues around making sure that, as she said, the artists and artisans do not give their art
away for free. I think that is a very important point.
Mr P.A. Katsambanis: Massive.
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: It is a very important point. I always use the analogy—I am not anti-plumber—that when
someone rings up a plumber, they do not always question the cost. That is the profession; that is the going rate and they
pay it. But how often do we hear about our artists being required to do things for free? I might remind people that
whenever there is a disaster—we saw this with the fires, pre-COVID, in the eastern states—apart from the magnificent
volunteers across our communities and the first responders, another group that says, “We want to step up and help”
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is indeed the artists and performers. They said, in the case of the fires, “We want to get up here and support the effort
to assist communities that have been devastated.” I thank the member for Mirrabooka for her contribution.
The member for Central Wheatbelt, the Leader of the Nationals WA, highlighted the success of the film The Furnace
and the importance of arts in regional WA. Regional WA is very, very lucky; it has a tremendous wealth of talent,
experience and, indeed, endeavour. It also has a very good network of performing arts spaces and art centres. In the
north of our state in the Kimberley, we have some remarkable Indigenous arts and cultural centres, which showcase
the unique art from those parts of our state. I am very pleased that one of the components of our $76 million recovery
package is a focus on Indigenous art. We will make sure that we create a portal so that those artists can get a genuine
income for their work, their work can be marketed in a much more effective and efficient manner and the benefits
can go directly back to the artisans and artists from those communities.
This is something we should be very proud of in Western Australia. There was a great exhibition last year in the
Art Gallery of Western Australia called Desert River Sea: Portraits of the Kimberley, which showcased tremendous
Kimberley art. As Australians, we should all be so proud, thankful and grateful that not only does this place under
this ancient sky that we live in have the oldest living culture, but also the artistic endeavours and products from
our oldest living culture tell unique stories, and we want that to be told even further. It is what makes us unique
in Australia; it is one of our most unique stories that we can share with the rest of the world. I think it was the
member for Perth who highlighted that international visitors and people from other parts of Australia come to
Western Australia and want an Indigenous experience, and, invariably, they go home disappointed or unable to
find a genuine Indigenous experience. We know that the talent and the quality is out there, but we just need to
make sure that we showcase it even better, because that will have huge benefits for not only the artists themselves,
but also how we tell our story to the rest of the world. Whether we tell it in film, dance, visual arts or writing, it is
a unique story to tell. That is why so many of us need to be aware of how tremendous this sector is for our cultural
life. It is critical.
One thing that I think COVID-19 has taught us all is the importance of human relationships—the importance of who
and what matters in our lives. Invariably, it reminded and continues to remind us that it is about those relationships
we have with loved ones. I am sure that many of us took an opportunity to rediscover the things that are beautiful
in our lives. Invariably, they are our paintings and our written scripts. Invariably, they are the creative aspects of
what makes this world and humanity so unique. The member for Central Wheatbelt highlighted the importance of
music—the universal language. I am very pleased that this government continues to support the contemporary music
fund, for example, with a $3 million commitment to support Western Australia’s musical endeavours.
I was very impressed with the member for Thornlie. I thought we were going to get an extended personal reading of
a new play. I think his idea is exceptional, as we look to 2021, which will of course be 100 years since Edith Cowan’s
accession to this place as the first woman elected to an Australian Parliament. The member made an impassioned
suggestion that With Fire in Her Heart would be an interesting piece. I know Caroline from my office is probably going
to request a copy of the script to peruse. I am not sure whether there will be a role for me; I do like to play cameo roles.
Mr C.J. Tallentire: Premier Mitchell!
Mr D.A. TEMPLEMAN: Premier Mitchell; I could, yes. While we are talking about Edith Cowan, I also want to
highlight that before the last election, I was very pleased that I played a role in helping to save Edith Cowan’s
house, which, of course sits across the way from Parliament. I think the address is 40 Malcolm Street. It has been
saved, which is really good. It has been heritage listed and protected. There will be some development, but the house
itself will remain—it is the white house just across the road from Parliament. I understand that Edith Cowan lived
there while she was a member of this Parliament, and because there were no toilets or facilities for women here,
she would quite often need to go home. Luckily, home was 100 metres or so away. I thank the member for Thornlie
for his very strong support of the arts; I appreciate that.
The member for Geraldton talked about the importance of an alliance between regional cities and the capital. I thank
him for his contribution. Geraldton has some very good venues. I think one is called the Euphorium. I was in
Geraldton only recently. I have to say that our country towns and regional cities can play a critical role not only in
the recovery, but also by supporting their creative endeavours. I am very impressed with the Euphorium. It is not
government funded but it delivers a whole range of programs. It was also involved in Funtavia, a festival that could
not take place this year but will hopefully be up and running again next year. I urge local governments to look at
those creative entities very closely and to support them, because they can help local governments to rebuild, nurture
and encourage their communities.
I want to highlight that because of COVID, a number of our regional performing arts centres remain closed. That
is sad, and I again urge local governments, particularly those that oversee those centres, to continue to look at ways
to open their doors, because they should be open. Even though some of the auditoriums will be restricted in terms of
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the number of patrons, we need to find ways of activating them under the current phase 4 conditions. There is no
reason for them to stay closed. I encourage local governments, including my own in the City of Mandurah, to do that.
I thank members for their support of the Arts and Culture Trust Bill 2020. I want to quickly summarise what the
bill does. I want to acknowledge the former Minister for Culture and the Arts, my predecessor, Hon John Day.
I am very pleased that he plays a key role both in sitting on the board of the Art Gallery of WA and as chair of the
board of the State Library of Western Australia. This bill is bipartisan in its gestation. We are very pleased that the
bill will pass through this house and go to the other place and hopefully be passed before the end of the year.
The reform is for the betterment of the state. The current Perth Theatre Trust Act prevents the Perth Theatre Trust
from moving beyond the narrow role assigned to it, which is to manage theatres. As members have highlighted,
this bill will give the new entity a much greater scope of endeavour to deliver quality to the sector.
This is the first major legislative reform in the culture and the arts portfolio since the introduction of the Perth Theatre
Trust Act 1979. All the members who spoke on this bill have made history. This is the first culture and the arts bill
of any magnitude that has been debated and passed in this place since 1979.
The bill will transform the PTT into a new authority to be known as the Arts and Culture Trust. The Arts and Culture
Trust will have greater responsibilities, broader powers and more flexibility to manage and care for the development
of cultural assets, as highlighted. It will allow me as minister, or ultimately the trust through ministerial support,
to declare places and spaces as cultural places. That includes outdoor spaces, such as the Perth Cultural Centre.
This will benefit the cultural institutions and the buildings that they care for. Access to the collections will be linked
to a purpose-designed contemporary statutory authority with a focus on arts and cultural assets. There will be
a streamlining of governance, and a more strategic focus on the management and maintenance of assets. It will
facilitate short-term events and opportunities that may arise within the cultural and artistic sector.
As I said, it will give the minister the power to declare any part of the state a venue. For example, under the jurisdiction
of the new trust, for an activity like Highway to Hell we could declare Canning Highway a culture and the arts place
and have designated boundaries. That would make things a bit easier.
Finally, I think we all want our children, no matter where they live, to experience the beauty and wonder of all the
arts and cultural experiences that this state has now become famous for. We want our kids to experience the beauty
of dance and the beauty of music in all its forms. We want our kids to see Western Australian writers, artists and
performers. We want them to see Western Australian films. We want them to understand and experience all those
things that make Western Australia unique. We want our children to celebrate our Indigenous industry and our
Indigenous artists and performers. We want them to celebrate and see the beauty of Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company,
our Noongar performance entity. We want them to wonder at a performance of Barking Gecko Theatre, and also
of our Western Australian Spare Parts Puppet Theatre. There are very few puppet theatres left in Australia. We
have one. It has a very strong history. We should be revelling in that and celebrating that. We want our kids to see
an opera from the West Australian Opera. We want our kids to hear the music of our West Australian Symphony
Orchestra and to see the ballet. That is magnificent. It is world class. Our kids will be able to see that, with their
parents and grandparents, under COVID-safe conditions, at the AWESOME Festival during the school holidays.
It is happening in Western Australia. As the Premier said in question time, it is not happening in places like Victoria
and New South Wales. They cannot have gatherings such as that. We are able to do that. We can see our local
talent and local performers performing to Western Australian audiences. That is beautiful. That is so important.
We should celebrate that.
I thank all members for their contributions tonight, and, more particularly, for their ongoing support of the arts
sector in Western Australia. Pease keep doing that. Please keep advocating for our creative talents. Members,
please share the stories in your electorates of the talented people in your communities, because you and they—all
of us—are part of an enduring Western Australian story that we should be very proud of.
I commend the bill to the house.
Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading.
Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr D.A. Templeman (Minister for Culture and the Arts), and transmitted
to the Council.
House adjourned at 9.05 pm
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